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Rashba spin-orbit coupling appears in 2D systems lacking inversion symmetry, and causes the spin-
splitting of otherwise degenerate energy bands into an upper and lower helicity band. In this paper,
we explore how impurity scattering affects transport in the ultra-low density regime where electrons
are confined to the lower helicity band. A previous study has investigated the conductivity in this
regime using a treatment in the first Born approximation. In this work, we use the full T -matrix to
uncover new features of the conductivity. We first compute the conductivity within a semiclassical
Boltzmann framework and show that it exhibits an unconventional density dependence due to the
unusual features of the group velocity in the single particle dispersion, as well as quantized plateaus
as a function of the logarithm of the electron density. We support this with a calculation using the
Kubo formula and find that these plateaus persist in the full quantum theory. We suggest that this
quantization may be seen in a pump-probe experiment.
PACS numbers: 71.10.Ca, 71.70.Ej, 72.10.-d
I. INTRODUCTION
The generic consequence of broken inversion symmetry
in quadratically dispersing bands with rotation and time-
reversal symmetries is the development of Rashba spin-
orbit coupling (SOC) [1, 2]. For a long time, the study
of Rashba SOC was restricted to non-centrosymmetric
crystals and two-dimensional (2D) quantum wells in het-
erostructures. It has since grown to ubiquity through
advances in surface state measurement and manipula-
tion [3–6], synthetic SOC in ultra-cold atoms [7], and the
recognition that local asymmetry can produce Rashba
SOC even in centrosymmetric crystals [8].
In any case, the effect of Rashba SOC is to cause the
dispersion to spin-split into two helicity bands as shown
in Fig. 1. This splitting is bound to have profound ef-
fects on electron transport. Indeed, much of the spin-
tronics industry, including the famous Datta-Das spin
transistor [9], relies on the spin coherence of an electric
current, and much theoretical effort has been focused
on understanding whether scattering causes significant
inter-band transitions [10–12]. Only recently has atten-
tion been paid to the low-density regime, where elastic
scattering causes intra-band transitions within an annu-
lar Fermi sea [13]. Many-body phases in this regime
are particularly interesting due to the highly degener-
ate ring of momentum states at the band bottom [14–
18], and its corresponding singular density of states [19].
In this paper we focus on the effects of this low-density
ring on impurity scattering and thereby transport in 2D
Rashba materials. It has been recognized that the DC
conductivity is a nonlinear function of the density in this
regime [20–22]. This paper extends the work of these
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references to include non-perturbative scattering effects
that arise at ultra-low densities. The dynamics of single-
electron scattering in this regime was explored in Ref. [23]
by examining the S-matrix for specific impurity poten-
tials. In Ref. [24] it was shown that the corresponding
T -matrix takes on a universal and unconventional form
for any circularly symmetric, spin-independent potential.
This form leads to plateaus in the scattering cross-section
as a function of the logarithm of the energy.
In this paper we demonstrate that Rashba transport at
low densities exhibits unusual features including quan-
tized conductivity. The outline of the paper is as fol-
lows. After some brief preliminaries to establish nota-
tion with regards to the free electron spectrum, we begin
with Sec. II, a Boltzmann calculation of the conductiv-
ity within linear response. The key difference between
this and a standard Boltzmann treatment is the use of
the full T -matrix derived in Ref. [24]. This is qualita-
tively different from previous treatments done in the first
Born approximation where the conductivity is found to
smoothly decay to zero as the density is decreased [20–
22]. We first focus on the zero temperature DC and
AC conductivities (Sec. II A), before generalizing to finite
temperature (Sec. II B) where we allow the chemical po-
tential to vary through and below the conduction band.
Such a treatment describes Rashba semiconductors and
allows us to outline a possible experimental realization
of the unique conductivity features we uncover in this
section. Sec. III goes beyond the Boltzmann approach
to include quantum corrections within a self-consistent
full Born approximation. Again, the difference between
this and previous work is that the self-energy is com-
puted self-consistently from the full T -matrix. We first
focus on the single-particle Green’s function, self-energy
and density of states (Sec. IIIA) before employing this
approach in a calculation of the conductivity using the
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FIG. 1. Lower helicity dispersion ξ−k +µ (in blue). The plane
beneath it shows the corresponding group velocity vector field
which changes from pointing inward to pointing outward at
the band minimum (shown in red). At a generic energy below
the Dirac point (dashed line), there are two available rings of
states with wavenumber k< and k>.
A. Preliminaries
The single-particle 2D Rashba Hamiltonian in the con-




+ λzˆ · (σ × k), (1)
where k = (kx, ky, kz) is the momentum, σ = (σx, σy, σz)
is a vector of Pauli matrices, m is the electron mass and
λ is the Rashba coupling. This Hamiltonian admits a
spectrum with two helicity bands that meet at a Dirac
point as shown in Fig. 1. This spectrum, measured with




± λk − µ+ E0. (2)
Throughout this paper we focus exclusively on Fermi en-
ergies EF below the Dirac point, where only one helic-
ity band is present. The energy difference between the
Dirac point and the band bottom is E0 ≡ 12mλ2. The
band bottom is a ring at finite momentum k0 ≡ mλ. We
work with a shifted spectrum where Ef = 0 occurs at
the band bottom. It is convenient to use the dimension-
less energy parameter δ ≡√E/E0. At any Fermi energy
0 < Ef < E0, the Fermi sea is defined by an annulus
with two wavenumbers designated k≷ ≡ k0(1 ± δ). The
two states differ in the value sµ ≡ sgn(kµ − k0) = ±1.
Equivalently, we can note that their group velocities are





In the Boltzmann approach, we look for the deviation,
nµ(φk, E), from the equilibrium distribution, that satis-
fies the translation invariant Boltzmann equation. In the
linear response regime, with an impurity density ni and
an electric field E oscillating at frequency ω, this equation
reads










µν [nµ(φk, E)− nν(φ′k, E)].
(3)
We will set ω = 0 for now. Here, µ and ν indicate the>,<
states described in Sec. IA, and φk is the in-plane angle
of the corresponding wavevector kµ [25]. The equilibrium










where kˆ = k/|k|. The matrix niWφkφ
′
k
µν is the elastic scat-
tering rate between state |E, ν, φ′k〉 and |E,µ, φk〉 deter-
mined from Fermi’s golden rule. For circularly symmet-
ric impurity potentials, it depends only on the difference
φ˜k ≡ φk − φ′k, and the corresponding T -matrix Tkµkν
admits an expansion in circular harmonics, which at low













∣∣∣∣2(1 + sνδ), (6)





δ(E − ξkν ) =
m
2piδ
(1 + sνδ). (7)
In Appendix A, we show that the scattering rate above
satisfies detailed balance. Using our non-perturbative so-
lution for the low-energy T -matrix [24] will allow us to
go well beyond the usual perturbative treatments in the
Born approximation.





Γ−1µν eE ·∇kνn0kν , (8)
where Γ is a 2×2 matrix to be determined. Substituting
this into equation (3) and integrating over φk gives a









1 + δ 1− δ








In analogy with the conventional spin-degenerate system,
we define the energy-dependent lifetime τ and transport
























In Sec. IIIA we will see that these definitions are consis-
tent with the lifetime derived from the self-energy.
Equation (9) is readily solved by the matrix
Γ−1 =
(
τ tr (1− δ)(τ tr − τ)
(1 + δ)(τ tr − τ) τ tr
)
, (12)






eE · kˆsµ(τ + sµδ(τ tr − τ)). (13)

















(τ + δ2(τ tr − τ))E. (15)







(τ + δ2(τ tr − τ)), (16)
where it is understood that the energies in this expression
are evaluated at the Fermi level. We may write this in

















(τ tr − τ)
]
, (18)
where n0 ≡ k20/pi is the density at the Dirac point.
There are several important features to note about
(18). First, recall that τ and τ tr both depend on the
density through δ and T l(EF ) in (10) and (11), so the
conductivity is a highly non-linear function of the den-







only at the Dirac point where n → n0, though our low-
energy expression for the transport time (11) is not accu-
rate in this regime. What is special for transport about
the Dirac point is that there is only one channel (k>)
with a non-vanishing density of states, and a group veloc-
ity parallel to k, just as in a typical parabolic dispersion
for a single fermion species (giving the 1/2 in the Drude
conductivity). In the opposite limit, n → 0, we see that
it is the lifetime, not the transport time that governs the
conductivity






This is because in this limit, one has k> ≈ k<, so that
these two channels have approximately the same phase
space for scattering. But since they have oppositely
directed group velocities, scattering through an angle
φ˜k = pi is just as likely to result in forward scattering
as scattering through an angle φ˜k = 0 [23, 26].
We will see shortly that the unusual density depen-
dence of the full T -matrix results in novel features in the
conductivity. However, we first consider the first Born
approximation as was done in Ref. [20], for which the T -
matrix is given by a spin-independent constant potential
transformed to the helicity basis:∣∣∣∣ ∞∑
l=−∞
T l(E)eilφ˜k




(1 + cos φ˜k), (22)






eigenspinor of the Hamiltonian (1). In this case, the life-

























in agreement with [20].
In Fig. 2, we plot the density dependence of the DC
conductivity for the case where the impurity potentials
are modeled by δ-function shells V (r) = v0Rδ(r − R).
The single-impurity Rashba T -matrix was computed
non-perturbatively in Ref. [24] in the low-energy limit,
for any circularly symmetric impurity potential. It has
the form
T l(E) ≈ 1
m
δ∗l
1 + iδ∗l /δ
, (25)
where δ∗l parameterizes the lth circular harmonic of the
matrix element of the impurity potential between two




(V l(k0, k0) + V
l+1(k0, k0)). (26)














FIG. 2. DC conductivity divided by ∆σ0 ≡ e28~ n0ni vs electron
density on a linear (top) and log (bottom) scale. The solid
lines indicate the Boltzmann result using the full Born T -
matrix. The dashed lines show the corresponding first Born
approximation for the conductivity. A delta-shell impurity
potential is used with the parameters mv0R2 = 1 and R =
0.1/k0.
The specific choice of impurity potential makes no quali-
tative difference, as long as rotational symmetry is main-
tained. The δ-shell potential contains two independent
parameters, the impurity strength v0 and radiusR. Vary-
ing these parameters simply changes the scales in Fig. 2.
Increasing the impurity strength decreases the conduc-
tivity everywhere, and increasing its radius shifts the
plateaus of the bottom panel to higher densities. Indeed,
one can find a quantitative estimate of the effect of these
parameters for a given potential. In the long-wavelength





















With this in mind, we will maintain the same parameter
values throughout the paper.
Figure 2 constitutes the main result of this paper, so
we pause to flesh out the salient observations contained
within. First, as seen in the top panel, the conductivity
does not decay smoothly to zero with decreasing density,
unlike the prediction from the first Born approximation.
In fact, measurements at low densities might lead one to
believe there is a finite residual conductivity as n → 0.
This is not physical, and indeed is not the case as shown
in the lower panel, where we see that the conductivity
goes through a series of steps (on a logarithmic scale) to
reach zero at n = 0. On such a scale, the conductivity is








, l = 1, 2, 3, . . . , (29)
and transitions between plateaus occurring at n/n0 = δ∗l .
Although the conductivity plateaus depend on material
parameters such as the impurity concentration and the
spin-orbit coupling strength, the ratio of any two conduc-
tivity plateaus is a pure rational number, independent
of all such parameters. The origin of these plateaus is
the energy scale separation of the different circular har-
monic contributions to the T -matrix, discussed in detail
in [23, 24]. Briefly, let us give a physical explanation
of this origin. We consider here finite impurity poten-
tials which require an infinite number of angular compo-
nents to describe them (as opposed to a delta-function
impurity which only has an s-wave component). Each
of these components are well separated in magnitude be-
cause they are controlled by Bessel functions of different
orders (i.e. Jl(k0R)). Due to interference between the
k< and k> scattering states, the scattered wavefunction
becomes more and more quasi-one-dimensional as the en-
ergy is lowered, resembling a plane wave at the band
bottom. This plane wave is composed of equal contri-
butions of all angular components which are turned on
at successively lower scattering energies, essentially when
δ ≈ δ∗l . Each time this happens, a new angular channel
contributes to the scattering and the conductivity drops
by a quantized amount.
2. AC Conductivity
Retaining the frequency dependence in (3) allows us to
compute the AC conductivity as well. One can readily








τ(1− iωτ tr) + sµδ(τ tr − τ)




from which we get the current








τ(1− iωτ tr) + δ2(τ tr − τ)











τ(1− iωτ tr) + (n/n0)2(τ tr − τ)
(1− iωτ tr)(1− iωτ)
)
, (32)
shown in Fig. 3.
As we saw in the DC case, the conductivity takes the
Drude form in the two limits n→ n0 and n→ 0, depen-







1− iωτ tr = σ
Drude(ω), (33)

















FIG. 3. Real (top) and imaginary (bottom) parts of the semi-
classical Boltzmann AC conductivity vs frequency for vari-
ous values of the electron density with impurity density set
to ni = 0.06n0. The dashed line shows the corresponding
(n = 0.6n0) first Born approximation result for the conduc-
tivity, found by inserting (23) into (32).







1− iωτ . (34)
Thus, as the density is lowered, the width of the Drude
peak decreases from 1/τ tr to 1/τ . At low densities, the
height of the peak in the imaginary part of the AC con-












where σDC has the plateaus in (29), shown in Fig. 4.
B. Finite temperature
We now consider the effect of finite temperature on
transport in a Rashba semiconductor. Several materials
exist with large Rashba splitting of order E0 ∼ 0.1eV,
including BiTeI and CH3NH3PbI3 [27–31]. For exam-
ple, BiTeI possesses 2D surface conduction and valence
bands with a large Rashba splitting; the Fermi level can
be adjusted between these two bands by changing the ter-
mination layer [32]. In the following, however, we ignore
material-specific details and consider a simplified model
of a semiconductor with a Fermi level close to the bottom
of a 2D Rashba-split conduction band.






FIG. 4. Imaginary part of the semiclassical Boltzmann AC
conductivity vs frequency for various values of the electron
density on a log scale with impurity density set to ni = 0.06n0.




) for l = 1, 2, 3, 4.








Furthermore, we assume that |E0−µ|  kBT , so that the










(τ + δ2(τ tr − τ)),
(37)
is then computed numerically as a function of the chem-
ical potential. The result is shown in the top panel of
Fig. 5, where we see that the sharp zero temperature
drop that occurs at the band bottom (µ = 0) maintains
some weight at finite temperatures. The magnitude of
this drop is determined by the impurity density






This is in contrast to the prediction from the first Born
approximation shown in the bottom panel of Fig. 5,
which produces a conductivity that smoothly goes to zero
as the chemical potential is lowered.
The conductivity plateaus seen in the zero tempera-
ture case are hidden in the sharp drop near µ = 0. In a
real material, doping offers crude control over the chem-
ical potential, and one might be skeptical that the quan-
tization seen as a function of the logarithmic changes
in the density (or alternatively, the logarithmic changes
in the chemical potential) could ever be observed. As
one potential means of overcoming this we propose the
use of pump-probe measurements. This technique has
been used to study transport properties of systems with
large Rashba splitting before [33]. In such an experi-
ment, a (typically THz) pump laser pulse is used to ex-
cite carriers from the valence to conduction band. These
carriers quickly establish a quasi-equilibrium and a cor-
responding chemical potential µ > 0, on a time scale












FIG. 5. Semiclassical Boltzmann DC conductivity vs chemical
potential for various temperatures, with impurity density set
to ni = 0.03n0. The top panel shows the results computed
from the full T -matrix, while the bottom panel shows the first
Born approximation.
(∼ 10−15 s) much smaller than the typical recombina-
tion time τn ∼ 10−9 s [34]. The pump pulse is then
followed by a probe pulse that can be used to measure
the AC conductivity of the new quasi-equilibrium sys-
tem. To illustrate the potential usefulness of this tech-
nique for our purposes, consider a simple model where
the recombination time τn is a constant. After a time dt,
the number of carriers remaining in the conduction band
will be nc(t+ dt) = (1− dtτn )nc(t) [35], so that
nc(t) = nc(0)e
−t/τn . (39)
Thus, the delay time t ∼ ln(nc/nc(0)) provides an ideal
control parameter for observing the quantized behaviour
of the conductivity. We may compute the conductivity
as a function of delay time using (37), where the quasi-
















The result is shown in Fig. 6, where the first plateau, now
as a function of delay time, is easily visible at sufficiently
low temperatures. This plot is for a fixed impurity den-
sity. For cleaner systems, one would see more plateaus
at a given temperature. This is again in contrast to the
first Born approximation result which smoothly decays
to zero.







FIG. 6. Semiclassical Boltzmann DC conductivity vs delay
time in a pump-probe measurement at various temperatures,
with impurity density set to ni = 0.03n0, and recombination
time τn = 1 ns. The dashed line shows the (T = 0) prediction
from the first Born approximation.
III. SELF-CONSISTENT FULL BORN
APPROXIMATION
Until now, we have looked exclusively at the semiclas-
sical transport features of low-density Rashba systems.
Given the delicate nature of the dependence of these fea-
tures on the density, one might be skeptical that they
survive a fully quantum treatment. The purpose of this
section is to address this question. We will focus ex-
clusively on the zero-temperature limit throughout this
section.
A. Single-particle properties
We will utilize a self-consistent full Born approxi-
mation (SCFBA). Note that this is different from the
conventional self-consistent Born approximation (SCBA)
used in [20, 21], in that the self-energy is determined
self-consistently from the full T -matrix, and not simply
the T -matrix in the first Born approximation. The dis-
tinction is illustrated in the diagrams in Fig. 7. In the
conventional SCBA, no diagrams in the self-energy have
more than two impurity lines attached to a single vertex.
In the SCFBA, one includes all non-crossed diagrams.
We proceed with standard impurity averaging [36]. We
start with Ni uncorrelated impurities located at random




V (|r −Rj |). (41)
The Green’s function and self-energy are averaged over
impurity positions. Since these positions only enter
through phase factors eiq·Rj in the Fourier transform of
(41), the averaging induces a factor ni and a momentum-
conserving delta function at each vertex. The series
shown in Fig. 7 (b) is precisely the Born series for the T -
matrix with the addition of these self-averaging factors.
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<latexit sha1_base64="xl6gt5zesTVLaQIKxfcD+hK+ ntk=">AAAB7XicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKEI9BLx4jmgckS5idzCZj5rHMzAphyT948aCIV//Hm3/jJNmDJ hY0FFXddHdFCWfG+v63V1hb39jcKm6Xdnb39g/Kh0cto1JNaJMornQnwoZyJmnTMstpJ9EUi4jTdjS+mfntJ6oNU/LBT hIaCjyULGYEWye1evdsKHC/XPGr/hxolQQ5qUCORr/81RsokgoqLeHYmG7gJzbMsLaMcDot9VJDE0zGeEi7jkosqAmz +bVTdOaUAYqVdiUtmqu/JzIsjJmIyHUKbEdm2ZuJ/3nd1MZXYcZkkloqyWJRnHJkFZq9jgZMU2L5xBFMNHO3IjLCGhP rAiq5EILll1dJ66Ia+NXg7rJSv87jKMIJnMI5BFCDOtxCA5pA4BGe4RXePOW9eO/ex6K14OUzx/AH3ucPa1+PAw==</l atexit><latexit sha1_base64="xl6gt5zesTVLaQIKxfcD+hK+ ntk=">AAAB7XicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKEI9BLx4jmgckS5idzCZj5rHMzAphyT948aCIV//Hm3/jJNmDJ hY0FFXddHdFCWfG+v63V1hb39jcKm6Xdnb39g/Kh0cto1JNaJMornQnwoZyJmnTMstpJ9EUi4jTdjS+mfntJ6oNU/LBT hIaCjyULGYEWye1evdsKHC/XPGr/hxolQQ5qUCORr/81RsokgoqLeHYmG7gJzbMsLaMcDot9VJDE0zGeEi7jkosqAmz +bVTdOaUAYqVdiUtmqu/JzIsjJmIyHUKbEdm2ZuJ/3nd1MZXYcZkkloqyWJRnHJkFZq9jgZMU2L5xBFMNHO3IjLCGhP rAiq5EILll1dJ66Ia+NXg7rJSv87jKMIJnMI5BFCDOtxCA5pA4BGe4RXePOW9eO/ex6K14OUzx/AH3ucPa1+PAw==</l atexit><latexit sha1_base64="xl6gt5zesTVLaQIKxfcD+hK+ ntk=">AAAB7XicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKEI9BLx4jmgckS5idzCZj5rHMzAphyT948aCIV//Hm3/jJNmDJ hY0FFXddHdFCWfG+v63V1hb39jcKm6Xdnb39g/Kh0cto1JNaJMornQnwoZyJmnTMstpJ9EUi4jTdjS+mfntJ6oNU/LBT hIaCjyULGYEWye1evdsKHC/XPGr/hxolQQ5qUCORr/81RsokgoqLeHYmG7gJzbMsLaMcDot9VJDE0zGeEi7jkosqAmz +bVTdOaUAYqVdiUtmqu/JzIsjJmIyHUKbEdm2ZuJ/3nd1MZXYcZkkloqyWJRnHJkFZq9jgZMU2L5xBFMNHO3IjLCGhP rAiq5EILll1dJ66Ia+NXg7rJSv87jKMIJnMI5BFCDOtxCA5pA4BGe4RXePOW9eO/ex6K14OUzx/AH3ucPa1+PAw==</l atexit><latexit sha1_base64="xl6gt5zesTVLaQIKxfcD+hK+ ntk=">AAAB7XicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKEI9BLx4jmgckS5idzCZj5rHMzAphyT948aCIV//Hm3/jJNmDJ hY0FFXddHdFCWfG+v63V1hb39jcKm6Xdnb39g/Kh0cto1JNaJMornQnwoZyJmnTMstpJ9EUi4jTdjS+mfntJ6oNU/LBT hIaCjyULGYEWye1evdsKHC/XPGr/hxolQQ5qUCORr/81RsokgoqLeHYmG7gJzbMsLaMcDot9VJDE0zGeEi7jkosqAmz +bVTdOaUAYqVdiUtmqu/JzIsjJmIyHUKbEdm2ZuJ/3nd1MZXYcZkkloqyWJRnHJkFZq9jgZMU2L5xBFMNHO3IjLCGhP rAiq5EILll1dJ66Ia+NXg7rJSv87jKMIJnMI5BFCDOtxCA5pA4BGe4RXePOW9eO/ex6K14OUzx/AH3ucPa1+PAw==</l atexit>
⌃
<latexit sha1_base64="x l6gt5zesTVLaQIKxfcD+hK+ntk=">AAAB7XicbVDLSgNBE OyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKEI9BLx4jmgckS5idzCZj5rHMzAp hyT948aCIV//Hm3/jJNmDJhY0FFXddHdFCWfG+v63V1hb 39jcKm6Xdnb39g/Kh0cto1JNaJMornQnwoZyJmnTMstpJ9 EUi4jTdjS+mfntJ6oNU/LBThIaCjyULGYEWye1evdsKHC/ XPGr/hxolQQ5qUCORr/81RsokgoqLeHYmG7gJzbMsLaMc Dot9VJDE0zGeEi7jkosqAmz+bVTdOaUAYqVdiUtmqu/JzI sjJmIyHUKbEdm2ZuJ/3nd1MZXYcZkkloqyWJRnHJkFZq9j gZMU2L5xBFMNHO3IjLCGhPrAiq5EILll1dJ66Ia+NXg7r JSv87jKMIJnMI5BFCDOtxCA5pA4BGe4RXePOW9eO/ex6K1 4OUzx/AH3ucPa1+PAw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="x l6gt5zesTVLaQIKxfcD+hK+ntk=">AAAB7XicbVDLSgNBE OyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKEI9BLx4jmgckS5idzCZj5rHMzAp hyT948aCIV//Hm3/jJNmDJhY0FFXddHdFCWfG+v63V1hb 39jcKm6Xdnb39g/Kh0cto1JNaJMornQnwoZyJmnTMstpJ9 EUi4jTdjS+mfntJ6oNU/LBThIaCjyULGYEWye1evdsKHC/ XPGr/hxolQQ5qUCORr/81RsokgoqLeHYmG7gJzbMsLaMc Dot9VJDE0zGeEi7jkosqAmz+bVTdOaUAYqVdiUtmqu/JzI sjJmIyHUKbEdm2ZuJ/3nd1MZXYcZkkloqyWJRnHJkFZq9j gZMU2L5xBFMNHO3IjLCGhPrAiq5EILll1dJ66Ia+NXg7r JSv87jKMIJnMI5BFCDOtxCA5pA4BGe4RXePOW9eO/ex6K1 4OUzx/AH3ucPa1+PAw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="x l6gt5zesTVLaQIKxfcD+hK+ntk=">AAAB7XicbVDLSgNBE OyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKEI9BLx4jmgckS5idzCZj5rHMzAp hyT948aCIV//Hm3/jJNmDJhY0FFXddHdFCWfG+v63V1hb 39jcKm6Xdnb39g/Kh0cto1JNaJMornQnwoZyJmnTMstpJ9 EUi4jTdjS+mfntJ6oNU/LBThIaCjyULGYEWye1evdsKHC/ XPGr/hxolQQ5qUCORr/81RsokgoqLeHYmG7gJzbMsLaMc Dot9VJDE0zGeEi7jkosqAmz+bVTdOaUAYqVdiUtmqu/JzI sjJmIyHUKbEdm2ZuJ/3nd1MZXYcZkkloqyWJRnHJkFZq9j gZMU2L5xBFMNHO3IjLCGhPrAiq5EILll1dJ66Ia+NXg7r JSv87jKMIJnMI5BFCDOtxCA5pA4BGe4RXePOW9eO/ex6K1 4OUzx/AH3ucPa1+PAw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="x l6gt5zesTVLaQIKxfcD+hK+ntk=">AAAB7XicbVDLSgNBE OyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKEI9BLx4jmgckS5idzCZj5rHMzAp hyT948aCIV//Hm3/jJNmDJhY0FFXddHdFCWfG+v63V1hb 39jcKm6Xdnb39g/Kh0cto1JNaJMornQnwoZyJmnTMstpJ9 EUi4jTdjS+mfntJ6oNU/LBThIaCjyULGYEWye1evdsKHC/ XPGr/hxolQQ5qUCORr/81RsokgoqLeHYmG7gJzbMsLaMc Dot9VJDE0zGeEi7jkosqAmz+bVTdOaUAYqVdiUtmqu/JzI sjJmIyHUKbEdm2ZuJ/3nd1MZXYcZkkloqyWJRnHJkFZq9j gZMU2L5xBFMNHO3IjLCGhPrAiq5EILll1dJ66Ia+NXg7r JSv87jKMIJnMI5BFCDOtxCA5pA4BGe4RXePOW9eO/ex6K1 4OUzx/AH3ucPa1+PAw==</latexit>
=<latexit sha1_base64="DmNMk2YXYyT v+zN0rWXYwO/YuLg=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0ItQ9OKxB fsBbSib7aRdu9mE3Y1QQn+BFw+KePUnefPfuG1z0NYHA4/3ZpiZFySCa+O6305hb X1jc6u4XdrZ3ds/KB8etXScKoZNFotYdQKqUXCJTcONwE6ikEaBwHYwvpv57SdUm sfywUwS9CM6lDzkjBorNW765Ypbdecgq8TLSQVy1Pvlr94gZmmE0jBBte56bmL8j CrDmcBpqZdqTCgb0yF2LZU0Qu1n80On5MwqAxLGypY0ZK7+nshopPUkCmxnRM1IL 3sz8T+vm5rw2s+4TFKDki0WhakgJiazr8mAK2RGTCyhTHF7K2EjqigzNpuSDcFbf nmVtC6qnlv1GpeV2m0eRxFO4BTOwYMrqME91KEJDBCe4RXenEfnxXl3PhatBSefO YY/cD5/AIzNjME=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="DmNMk2YXYyT v+zN0rWXYwO/YuLg=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0ItQ9OKxB fsBbSib7aRdu9mE3Y1QQn+BFw+KePUnefPfuG1z0NYHA4/3ZpiZFySCa+O6305hb X1jc6u4XdrZ3ds/KB8etXScKoZNFotYdQKqUXCJTcONwE6ikEaBwHYwvpv57SdUm sfywUwS9CM6lDzkjBorNW765Ypbdecgq8TLSQVy1Pvlr94gZmmE0jBBte56bmL8j CrDmcBpqZdqTCgb0yF2LZU0Qu1n80On5MwqAxLGypY0ZK7+nshopPUkCmxnRM1IL 3sz8T+vm5rw2s+4TFKDki0WhakgJiazr8mAK2RGTCyhTHF7K2EjqigzNpuSDcFbf nmVtC6qnlv1GpeV2m0eRxFO4BTOwYMrqME91KEJDBCe4RXenEfnxXl3PhatBSefO YY/cD5/AIzNjME=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="DmNMk2YXYyT v+zN0rWXYwO/YuLg=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0ItQ9OKxB fsBbSib7aRdu9mE3Y1QQn+BFw+KePUnefPfuG1z0NYHA4/3ZpiZFySCa+O6305hb X1jc6u4XdrZ3ds/KB8etXScKoZNFotYdQKqUXCJTcONwE6ikEaBwHYwvpv57SdUm sfywUwS9CM6lDzkjBorNW765Ypbdecgq8TLSQVy1Pvlr94gZmmE0jBBte56bmL8j CrDmcBpqZdqTCgb0yF2LZU0Qu1n80On5MwqAxLGypY0ZK7+nshopPUkCmxnRM1IL 3sz8T+vm5rw2s+4TFKDki0WhakgJiazr8mAK2RGTCyhTHF7K2EjqigzNpuSDcFbf nmVtC6qnlv1GpeV2m0eRxFO4BTOwYMrqME91KEJDBCe4RXenEfnxXl3PhatBSefO YY/cD5/AIzNjME=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="DmNMk2YXYyT v+zN0rWXYwO/YuLg=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0ItQ9OKxB fsBbSib7aRdu9mE3Y1QQn+BFw+KePUnefPfuG1z0NYHA4/3ZpiZFySCa+O6305hb X1jc6u4XdrZ3ds/KB8etXScKoZNFotYdQKqUXCJTcONwE6ikEaBwHYwvpv57SdUm sfywUwS9CM6lDzkjBorNW765Ypbdecgq8TLSQVy1Pvlr94gZmmE0jBBte56bmL8j CrDmcBpqZdqTCgb0yF2LZU0Qu1n80On5MwqAxLGypY0ZK7+nshopPUkCmxnRM1IL 3sz8T+vm5rw2s+4TFKDki0WhakgJiazr8mAK2RGTCyhTHF7K2EjqigzNpuSDcFbf nmVtC6qnlv1GpeV2m0eRxFO4BTOwYMrqME91KEJDBCe4RXenEfnxXl3PhatBSefO YY/cD5/AIzNjME=</latexit>
⇥
<latexit sha1_base64="EKJy6rjXhiAKrBUXGS g3J2VqHFQ=">AAAB7XicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKoMegF48RzAOSJcxOZpMxszPLTK8QQv7 BiwdFvPo/3vwbJ8keNLGgoajqprsrSqWw6PvfXmFtfWNzq7hd2tnd2z8oHx41rc4M4w2mpTbtiFouhe INFCh5OzWcJpHkrWh0O/NbT9xYodUDjlMeJnSgRCwYRSc1uygSbnvlil/15yCrJMhJBXLUe+Wvbl+z LOEKmaTWdgI/xXBCDQom+bTUzSxPKRvRAe84qqhbEk7m107JmVP6JNbGlUIyV39PTGhi7TiJXGdCcWi XvZn4n9fJML4OJ0KlGXLFFoviTBLUZPY66QvDGcqxI5QZ4W4lbEgNZegCKrkQguWXV0nzohr41eD+sl K7yeMowgmcwjkEcAU1uIM6NIDBIzzDK7x52nvx3r2PRWvBy2eO4Q+8zx+2K480</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="EKJy6rjXhiAKrBUXGS g3J2VqHFQ=">AAAB7XicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKoMegF48RzAOSJcxOZpMxszPLTK8QQv7 BiwdFvPo/3vwbJ8keNLGgoajqprsrSqWw6PvfXmFtfWNzq7hd2tnd2z8oHx41rc4M4w2mpTbtiFouhe INFCh5OzWcJpHkrWh0O/NbT9xYodUDjlMeJnSgRCwYRSc1uygSbnvlil/15yCrJMhJBXLUe+Wvbl+z LOEKmaTWdgI/xXBCDQom+bTUzSxPKRvRAe84qqhbEk7m107JmVP6JNbGlUIyV39PTGhi7TiJXGdCcWi XvZn4n9fJML4OJ0KlGXLFFoviTBLUZPY66QvDGcqxI5QZ4W4lbEgNZegCKrkQguWXV0nzohr41eD+sl K7yeMowgmcwjkEcAU1uIM6NIDBIzzDK7x52nvx3r2PRWvBy2eO4Q+8zx+2K480</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="EKJy6rjXhiAKrBUXGS g3J2VqHFQ=">AAAB7XicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKoMegF48RzAOSJcxOZpMxszPLTK8QQv7 BiwdFvPo/3vwbJ8keNLGgoajqprsrSqWw6PvfXmFtfWNzq7hd2tnd2z8oHx41rc4M4w2mpTbtiFouhe INFCh5OzWcJpHkrWh0O/NbT9xYodUDjlMeJnSgRCwYRSc1uygSbnvlil/15yCrJMhJBXLUe+Wvbl+z LOEKmaTWdgI/xXBCDQom+bTUzSxPKRvRAe84qqhbEk7m107JmVP6JNbGlUIyV39PTGhi7TiJXGdCcWi XvZn4n9fJML4OJ0KlGXLFFoviTBLUZPY66QvDGcqxI5QZ4W4lbEgNZegCKrkQguWXV0nzohr41eD+sl K7yeMowgmcwjkEcAU1uIM6NIDBIzzDK7x52nvx3r2PRWvBy2eO4Q+8zx+2K480</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="EKJy6rjXhiAKrBUXGS g3J2VqHFQ=">AAAB7XicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKoMegF48RzAOSJcxOZpMxszPLTK8QQv7 BiwdFvPo/3vwbJ8keNLGgoajqprsrSqWw6PvfXmFtfWNzq7hd2tnd2z8oHx41rc4M4w2mpTbtiFouhe INFCh5OzWcJpHkrWh0O/NbT9xYodUDjlMeJnSgRCwYRSc1uygSbnvlil/15yCrJMhJBXLUe+Wvbl+z LOEKmaTWdgI/xXBCDQom+bTUzSxPKRvRAe84qqhbEk7m107JmVP6JNbGlUIyV39PTGhi7TiJXGdCcWi XvZn4n9fJML4OJ0KlGXLFFoviTBLUZPY66QvDGcqxI5QZ4W4lbEgNZegCKrkQguWXV0nzohr41eD+sl K7yeMowgmcwjkEcAU1uIM6NIDBIzzDK7x52nvx3r2PRWvBy2eO4Q+8zx+2K480</latexit>
+
<latexit sha1_base64="aWOcHJrcbrsxJSLO3n80z068CGE=">AAAB6HicbVBNS 8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBZBEEoigh6LXjy2YD+gDWWznbRrN5uwuxFK6C/w4kERr/4kb/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzgkRwbVz32ymsrW9sbhW3Szu7e/sH5cOjlo5TxbDJYhGrT kA1Ci6xabgR2EkU0igQ2A7GdzO//YRK81g+mEmCfkSHkoecUWOlxkW/XHGr7hxklXg5qUCOer/81RvELI1QGiao1l3PTYyfUWU4Ezgt9VKNCWVjOsSupZJGqP1sfuiUn FllQMJY2ZKGzNXfExmNtJ5Ege2MqBnpZW8m/ud1UxPe+BmXSWpQssWiMBXExGT2NRlwhcyIiSWUKW5vJWxEFWXGZlOyIXjLL6+S1mXVc6te46pSu83jKMIJnMI5eHANN biHOjSBAcIzvMKb8+i8OO/Ox6K14OQzx/AHzucPcYWMrw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="aWOcHJrcbrsxJSLO3n80z068CGE=">AAAB6HicbVBNS 8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBZBEEoigh6LXjy2YD+gDWWznbRrN5uwuxFK6C/w4kERr/4kb/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzgkRwbVz32ymsrW9sbhW3Szu7e/sH5cOjlo5TxbDJYhGrT kA1Ci6xabgR2EkU0igQ2A7GdzO//YRK81g+mEmCfkSHkoecUWOlxkW/XHGr7hxklXg5qUCOer/81RvELI1QGiao1l3PTYyfUWU4Ezgt9VKNCWVjOsSupZJGqP1sfuiUn FllQMJY2ZKGzNXfExmNtJ5Ege2MqBnpZW8m/ud1UxPe+BmXSWpQssWiMBXExGT2NRlwhcyIiSWUKW5vJWxEFWXGZlOyIXjLL6+S1mXVc6te46pSu83jKMIJnMI5eHANN biHOjSBAcIzvMKb8+i8OO/Ox6K14OQzx/AHzucPcYWMrw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="aWOcHJrcbrsxJSLO3n80z068CGE=">AAAB6HicbVBNS 8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBZBEEoigh6LXjy2YD+gDWWznbRrN5uwuxFK6C/w4kERr/4kb/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzgkRwbVz32ymsrW9sbhW3Szu7e/sH5cOjlo5TxbDJYhGrT kA1Ci6xabgR2EkU0igQ2A7GdzO//YRK81g+mEmCfkSHkoecUWOlxkW/XHGr7hxklXg5qUCOer/81RvELI1QGiao1l3PTYyfUWU4Ezgt9VKNCWVjOsSupZJGqP1sfuiUn FllQMJY2ZKGzNXfExmNtJ5Ege2MqBnpZW8m/ud1UxPe+BmXSWpQssWiMBXExGT2NRlwhcyIiSWUKW5vJWxEFWXGZlOyIXjLL6+S1mXVc6te46pSu83jKMIJnMI5eHANN biHOjSBAcIzvMKb8+i8OO/Ox6K14OQzx/AHzucPcYWMrw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="aWOcHJrcbrsxJSLO3n80z068CGE=">AAAB6HicbVBNS 8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBZBEEoigh6LXjy2YD+gDWWznbRrN5uwuxFK6C/w4kERr/4kb/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzgkRwbVz32ymsrW9sbhW3Szu7e/sH5cOjlo5TxbDJYhGrT kA1Ci6xabgR2EkU0igQ2A7GdzO//YRK81g+mEmCfkSHkoecUWOlxkW/XHGr7hxklXg5qUCOer/81RvELI1QGiao1l3PTYyfUWU4Ezgt9VKNCWVjOsSupZJGqP1sfuiUn FllQMJY2ZKGzNXfExmNtJ5Ege2MqBnpZW8m/ud1UxPe+BmXSWpQssWiMBXExGT2NRlwhcyIiSWUKW5vJWxEFWXGZlOyIXjLL6+S1mXVc6te46pSu83jKMIJnMI5eHANN biHOjSBAcIzvMKb8+i8OO/Ox6K14OQzx/AHzucPcYWMrw==</latexit>
⇥
<latexit sha1_base64="EKJy6rjXhiAKrBUXGS g3J2VqHFQ=">AAAB7XicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKoMegF48RzAOSJcxOZpMxszPLTK8QQv7 BiwdFvPo/3vwbJ8keNLGgoajqprsrSqWw6PvfXmFtfWNzq7hd2tnd2z8oHx41rc4M4w2mpTbtiFouhe INFCh5OzWcJpHkrWh0O/NbT9xYodUDjlMeJnSgRCwYRSc1uygSbnvlil/15yCrJMhJBXLUe+Wvbl+z LOEKmaTWdgI/xXBCDQom+bTUzSxPKRvRAe84qqhbEk7m107JmVP6JNbGlUIyV39PTGhi7TiJXGdCcWi XvZn4n9fJML4OJ0KlGXLFFoviTBLUZPY66QvDGcqxI5QZ4W4lbEgNZegCKrkQguWXV0nzohr41eD+sl K7yeMowgmcwjkEcAU1uIM6NIDBIzzDK7x52nvx3r2PRWvBy2eO4Q+8zx+2K480</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="EKJy6rjXhiAKrBUXGS g3J2VqHFQ=">AAAB7XicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKoMegF48RzAOSJcxOZpMxszPLTK8QQv7 BiwdFvPo/3vwbJ8keNLGgoajqprsrSqWw6PvfXmFtfWNzq7hd2tnd2z8oHx41rc4M4w2mpTbtiFouhe INFCh5OzWcJpHkrWh0O/NbT9xYodUDjlMeJnSgRCwYRSc1uygSbnvlil/15yCrJMhJBXLUe+Wvbl+z LOEKmaTWdgI/xXBCDQom+bTUzSxPKRvRAe84qqhbEk7m107JmVP6JNbGlUIyV39PTGhi7TiJXGdCcWi XvZn4n9fJML4OJ0KlGXLFFoviTBLUZPY66QvDGcqxI5QZ4W4lbEgNZegCKrkQguWXV0nzohr41eD+sl K7yeMowgmcwjkEcAU1uIM6NIDBIzzDK7x52nvx3r2PRWvBy2eO4Q+8zx+2K480</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="EKJy6rjXhiAKrBUXGS g3J2VqHFQ=">AAAB7XicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKoMegF48RzAOSJcxOZpMxszPLTK8QQv7 BiwdFvPo/3vwbJ8keNLGgoajqprsrSqWw6PvfXmFtfWNzq7hd2tnd2z8oHx41rc4M4w2mpTbtiFouhe INFCh5OzWcJpHkrWh0O/NbT9xYodUDjlMeJnSgRCwYRSc1uygSbnvlil/15yCrJMhJBXLUe+Wvbl+z LOEKmaTWdgI/xXBCDQom+bTUzSxPKRvRAe84qqhbEk7m107JmVP6JNbGlUIyV39PTGhi7TiJXGdCcWi XvZn4n9fJML4OJ0KlGXLFFoviTBLUZPY66QvDGcqxI5QZ4W4lbEgNZegCKrkQguWXV0nzohr41eD+sl K7yeMowgmcwjkEcAU1uIM6NIDBIzzDK7x52nvx3r2PRWvBy2eO4Q+8zx+2K480</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="EKJy6rjXhiAKrBUXGS g3J2VqHFQ=">AAAB7XicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKoMegF48RzAOSJcxOZpMxszPLTK8QQv7 BiwdFvPo/3vwbJ8keNLGgoajqprsrSqWw6PvfXmFtfWNzq7hd2tnd2z8oHx41rc4M4w2mpTbtiFouhe INFCh5OzWcJpHkrWh0O/NbT9xYodUDjlMeJnSgRCwYRSc1uygSbnvlil/15yCrJMhJBXLUe+Wvbl+z LOEKmaTWdgI/xXBCDQom+bTUzSxPKRvRAe84qqhbEk7m107JmVP6JNbGlUIyV39PTGhi7TiJXGdCcWi XvZn4n9fJML4OJ0KlGXLFFoviTBLUZPY66QvDGcqxI5QZ4W4lbEgNZegCKrkQguWXV0nzohr41eD+sl K7yeMowgmcwjkEcAU1uIM6NIDBIzzDK7x52nvx3r2PRWvBy2eO4Q+8zx+2K480</latexit>
+
<latexit sha1_base64="aWOcHJrcbrsxJSLO3n80z068CGE=">AAAB6HicbVBNS 8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBZBEEoigh6LXjy2YD+gDWWznbRrN5uwuxFK6C/w4kERr/4kb/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzgkRwbVz32ymsrW9sbhW3Szu7e/sH5cOjlo5TxbDJYhGrT kA1Ci6xabgR2EkU0igQ2A7GdzO//YRK81g+mEmCfkSHkoecUWOlxkW/XHGr7hxklXg5qUCOer/81RvELI1QGiao1l3PTYyfUWU4Ezgt9VKNCWVjOsSupZJGqP1sfuiUn FllQMJY2ZKGzNXfExmNtJ5Ege2MqBnpZW8m/ud1UxPe+BmXSWpQssWiMBXExGT2NRlwhcyIiSWUKW5vJWxEFWXGZlOyIXjLL6+S1mXVc6te46pSu83jKMIJnMI5eHANN biHOjSBAcIzvMKb8+i8OO/Ox6K14OQzx/AHzucPcYWMrw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="aWOcHJrcbrsxJSLO3n80z068CGE=">AAAB6HicbVBNS 8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBZBEEoigh6LXjy2YD+gDWWznbRrN5uwuxFK6C/w4kERr/4kb/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzgkRwbVz32ymsrW9sbhW3Szu7e/sH5cOjlo5TxbDJYhGrT kA1Ci6xabgR2EkU0igQ2A7GdzO//YRK81g+mEmCfkSHkoecUWOlxkW/XHGr7hxklXg5qUCOer/81RvELI1QGiao1l3PTYyfUWU4Ezgt9VKNCWVjOsSupZJGqP1sfuiUn FllQMJY2ZKGzNXfExmNtJ5Ege2MqBnpZW8m/ud1UxPe+BmXSWpQssWiMBXExGT2NRlwhcyIiSWUKW5vJWxEFWXGZlOyIXjLL6+S1mXVc6te46pSu83jKMIJnMI5eHANN biHOjSBAcIzvMKb8+i8OO/Ox6K14OQzx/AHzucPcYWMrw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="aWOcHJrcbrsxJSLO3n80z068CGE=">AAAB6HicbVBNS 8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBZBEEoigh6LXjy2YD+gDWWznbRrN5uwuxFK6C/w4kERr/4kb/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzgkRwbVz32ymsrW9sbhW3Szu7e/sH5cOjlo5TxbDJYhGrT kA1Ci6xabgR2EkU0igQ2A7GdzO//YRK81g+mEmCfkSHkoecUWOlxkW/XHGr7hxklXg5qUCOer/81RvELI1QGiao1l3PTYyfUWU4Ezgt9VKNCWVjOsSupZJGqP1sfuiUn FllQMJY2ZKGzNXfExmNtJ5Ege2MqBnpZW8m/ud1UxPe+BmXSWpQssWiMBXExGT2NRlwhcyIiSWUKW5vJWxEFWXGZlOyIXjLL6+S1mXVc6te46pSu83jKMIJnMI5eHANN biHOjSBAcIzvMKb8+i8OO/Ox6K14OQzx/AHzucPcYWMrw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="aWOcHJrcbrsxJSLO3n80z068CGE=">AAAB6HicbVBNS 8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBZBEEoigh6LXjy2YD+gDWWznbRrN5uwuxFK6C/w4kERr/4kb/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzgkRwbVz32ymsrW9sbhW3Szu7e/sH5cOjlo5TxbDJYhGrT kA1Ci6xabgR2EkU0igQ2A7GdzO//YRK81g+mEmCfkSHkoecUWOlxkW/XHGr7hxklXg5qUCOer/81RvELI1QGiao1l3PTYyfUWU4Ezgt9VKNCWVjOsSupZJGqP1sfuiUn FllQMJY2ZKGzNXfExmNtJ5Ege2MqBnpZW8m/ud1UxPe+BmXSWpQssWiMBXExGT2NRlwhcyIiSWUKW5vJWxEFWXGZlOyIXjLL6+S1mXVc6te46pSu83jKMIJnMI5eHANN biHOjSBAcIzvMKb8+i8OO/Ox6K14OQzx/AHzucPcYWMrw==</latexit>
⇥
<latexit sha1_base64="EKJy6rjXhiAKrBUXGS g3J2VqHFQ=">AAAB7XicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKoMegF48RzAOSJcxOZpMxszPLTK8QQv7 BiwdFvPo/3vwbJ8keNLGgoajqprsrSqWw6PvfXmFtfWNzq7hd2tnd2z8oHx41rc4M4w2mpTbtiFouhe INFCh5OzWcJpHkrWh0O/NbT9xYodUDjlMeJnSgRCwYRSc1uygSbnvlil/15yCrJMhJBXLUe+Wvbl+z LOEKmaTWdgI/xXBCDQom+bTUzSxPKRvRAe84qqhbEk7m107JmVP6JNbGlUIyV39PTGhi7TiJXGdCcWi XvZn4n9fJML4OJ0KlGXLFFoviTBLUZPY66QvDGcqxI5QZ4W4lbEgNZegCKrkQguWXV0nzohr41eD+sl K7yeMowgmcwjkEcAU1uIM6NIDBIzzDK7x52nvx3r2PRWvBy2eO4Q+8zx+2K480</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="EKJy6rjXhiAKrBUXGS g3J2VqHFQ=">AAAB7XicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKoMegF48RzAOSJcxOZpMxszPLTK8QQv7 BiwdFvPo/3vwbJ8keNLGgoajqprsrSqWw6PvfXmFtfWNzq7hd2tnd2z8oHx41rc4M4w2mpTbtiFouhe INFCh5OzWcJpHkrWh0O/NbT9xYodUDjlMeJnSgRCwYRSc1uygSbnvlil/15yCrJMhJBXLUe+Wvbl+z LOEKmaTWdgI/xXBCDQom+bTUzSxPKRvRAe84qqhbEk7m107JmVP6JNbGlUIyV39PTGhi7TiJXGdCcWi XvZn4n9fJML4OJ0KlGXLFFoviTBLUZPY66QvDGcqxI5QZ4W4lbEgNZegCKrkQguWXV0nzohr41eD+sl K7yeMowgmcwjkEcAU1uIM6NIDBIzzDK7x52nvx3r2PRWvBy2eO4Q+8zx+2K480</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="EKJy6rjXhiAKrBUXGS g3J2VqHFQ=">AAAB7XicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKoMegF48RzAOSJcxOZpMxszPLTK8QQv7 BiwdFvPo/3vwbJ8keNLGgoajqprsrSqWw6PvfXmFtfWNzq7hd2tnd2z8oHx41rc4M4w2mpTbtiFouhe INFCh5OzWcJpHkrWh0O/NbT9xYodUDjlMeJnSgRCwYRSc1uygSbnvlil/15yCrJMhJBXLUe+Wvbl+z LOEKmaTWdgI/xXBCDQom+bTUzSxPKRvRAe84qqhbEk7m107JmVP6JNbGlUIyV39PTGhi7TiJXGdCcWi XvZn4n9fJML4OJ0KlGXLFFoviTBLUZPY66QvDGcqxI5QZ4W4lbEgNZegCKrkQguWXV0nzohr41eD+sl K7yeMowgmcwjkEcAU1uIM6NIDBIzzDK7x52nvx3r2PRWvBy2eO4Q+8zx+2K480</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="EKJy6rjXhiAKrBUXGS g3J2VqHFQ=">AAAB7XicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKoMegF48RzAOSJcxOZpMxszPLTK8QQv7 BiwdFvPo/3vwbJ8keNLGgoajqprsrSqWw6PvfXmFtfWNzq7hd2tnd2z8oHx41rc4M4w2mpTbtiFouhe INFCh5OzWcJpHkrWh0O/NbT9xYodUDjlMeJnSgRCwYRSc1uygSbnvlil/15yCrJMhJBXLUe+Wvbl+z LOEKmaTWdgI/xXBCDQom+bTUzSxPKRvRAe84qqhbEk7m107JmVP6JNbGlUIyV39PTGhi7TiJXGdCcWi XvZn4n9fJML4OJ0KlGXLFFoviTBLUZPY66QvDGcqxI5QZ4W4lbEgNZegCKrkQguWXV0nzohr41eD+sl K7yeMowgmcwjkEcAU1uIM6NIDBIzzDK7x52nvx3r2PRWvBy2eO4Q+8zx+2K480</latexit>
+
<latexit sha1_base64="aWOcHJrcbrsxJSLO3n80z068CGE=">AAAB6Hic bVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBZBEEoigh6LXjy2YD+gDWWznbRrN5uwuxFK6C/w4kERr/4kb/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzgkRwbVz32ymsrW9sbhW3Szu7e/sH5cOj lo5TxbDJYhGrTkA1Ci6xabgR2EkU0igQ2A7GdzO//YRK81g+mEmCfkSHkoecUWOlxkW/XHGr7hxklXg5qUCOer/81RvELI1QGiao1l3PTYyfUWU4Ezgt9VK NCWVjOsSupZJGqP1sfuiUnFllQMJY2ZKGzNXfExmNtJ5Ege2MqBnpZW8m/ud1UxPe+BmXSWpQssWiMBXExGT2NRlwhcyIiSWUKW5vJWxEFWXGZlOyIXjLL6+ S1mXVc6te46pSu83jKMIJnMI5eHANNbiHOjSBAcIzvMKb8+i8OO/Ox6K14OQzx/AHzucPcYWMrw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="aWOcHJrcbrsxJSLO3n80z068CGE=">AAAB6Hic bVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBZBEEoigh6LXjy2YD+gDWWznbRrN5uwuxFK6C/w4kERr/4kb/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzgkRwbVz32ymsrW9sbhW3Szu7e/sH5cOj lo5TxbDJYhGrTkA1Ci6xabgR2EkU0igQ2A7GdzO//YRK81g+mEmCfkSHkoecUWOlxkW/XHGr7hxklXg5qUCOer/81RvELI1QGiao1l3PTYyfUWU4Ezgt9VK NCWVjOsSupZJGqP1sfuiUnFllQMJY2ZKGzNXfExmNtJ5Ege2MqBnpZW8m/ud1UxPe+BmXSWpQssWiMBXExGT2NRlwhcyIiSWUKW5vJWxEFWXGZlOyIXjLL6+ S1mXVc6te46pSu83jKMIJnMI5eHANNbiHOjSBAcIzvMKb8+i8OO/Ox6K14OQzx/AHzucPcYWMrw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="aWOcHJrcbrsxJSLO3n80z068CGE=">AAAB6Hic bVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBZBEEoigh6LXjy2YD+gDWWznbRrN5uwuxFK6C/w4kERr/4kb/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzgkRwbVz32ymsrW9sbhW3Szu7e/sH5cOj lo5TxbDJYhGrTkA1Ci6xabgR2EkU0igQ2A7GdzO//YRK81g+mEmCfkSHkoecUWOlxkW/XHGr7hxklXg5qUCOer/81RvELI1QGiao1l3PTYyfUWU4Ezgt9VK NCWVjOsSupZJGqP1sfuiUnFllQMJY2ZKGzNXfExmNtJ5Ege2MqBnpZW8m/ud1UxPe+BmXSWpQssWiMBXExGT2NRlwhcyIiSWUKW5vJWxEFWXGZlOyIXjLL6+ S1mXVc6te46pSu83jKMIJnMI5eHANNbiHOjSBAcIzvMKb8+i8OO/Ox6K14OQzx/AHzucPcYWMrw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="aWOcHJrcbrsxJSLO3n80z068CGE=">AAAB6Hic bVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBZBEEoigh6LXjy2YD+gDWWznbRrN5uwuxFK6C/w4kERr/4kb/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzgkRwbVz32ymsrW9sbhW3Szu7e/sH5cOj lo5TxbDJYhGrTkA1Ci6xabgR2EkU0igQ2A7GdzO//YRK81g+mEmCfkSHkoecUWOlxkW/XHGr7hxklXg5qUCOer/81RvELI1QGiao1l3PTYyfUWU4Ezgt9VK NCWVjOsSupZJGqP1sfuiUnFllQMJY2ZKGzNXfExmNtJ5Ege2MqBnpZW8m/ud1UxPe+BmXSWpQssWiMBXExGT2NRlwhcyIiSWUKW5vJWxEFWXGZlOyIXjLL6+ S1mXVc6te46pSu83jKMIJnMI5eHANNbiHOjSBAcIzvMKb8+i8OO/Ox6K14OQzx/AHzucPcYWMrw==</latexit>
⇥
<latexit sha1_base64="EKJy6rjXhiAKrBUXGS g3J2VqHFQ=">AAAB7XicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKoMegF48RzAOSJcxOZpMxszPLTK8QQv7 BiwdFvPo/3vwbJ8keNLGgoajqprsrSqWw6PvfXmFtfWNzq7hd2tnd2z8oHx41rc4M4w2mpTbtiFouhe INFCh5OzWcJpHkrWh0O/NbT9xYodUDjlMeJnSgRCwYRSc1uygSbnvlil/15yCrJMhJBXLUe+Wvbl+z LOEKmaTWdgI/xXBCDQom+bTUzSxPKRvRAe84qqhbEk7m107JmVP6JNbGlUIyV39PTGhi7TiJXGdCcWi XvZn4n9fJML4OJ0KlGXLFFoviTBLUZPY66QvDGcqxI5QZ4W4lbEgNZegCKrkQguWXV0nzohr41eD+sl K7yeMowgmcwjkEcAU1uIM6NIDBIzzDK7x52nvx3r2PRWvBy2eO4Q+8zx+2K480</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="EKJy6rjXhiAKrBUXGS g3J2VqHFQ=">AAAB7XicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKoMegF48RzAOSJcxOZpMxszPLTK8QQv7 BiwdFvPo/3vwbJ8keNLGgoajqprsrSqWw6PvfXmFtfWNzq7hd2tnd2z8oHx41rc4M4w2mpTbtiFouhe INFCh5OzWcJpHkrWh0O/NbT9xYodUDjlMeJnSgRCwYRSc1uygSbnvlil/15yCrJMhJBXLUe+Wvbl+z LOEKmaTWdgI/xXBCDQom+bTUzSxPKRvRAe84qqhbEk7m107JmVP6JNbGlUIyV39PTGhi7TiJXGdCcWi XvZn4n9fJML4OJ0KlGXLFFoviTBLUZPY66QvDGcqxI5QZ4W4lbEgNZegCKrkQguWXV0nzohr41eD+sl K7yeMowgmcwjkEcAU1uIM6NIDBIzzDK7x52nvx3r2PRWvBy2eO4Q+8zx+2K480</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="EKJy6rjXhiAKrBUXGS g3J2VqHFQ=">AAAB7XicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKoMegF48RzAOSJcxOZpMxszPLTK8QQv7 BiwdFvPo/3vwbJ8keNLGgoajqprsrSqWw6PvfXmFtfWNzq7hd2tnd2z8oHx41rc4M4w2mpTbtiFouhe INFCh5OzWcJpHkrWh0O/NbT9xYodUDjlMeJnSgRCwYRSc1uygSbnvlil/15yCrJMhJBXLUe+Wvbl+z LOEKmaTWdgI/xXBCDQom+bTUzSxPKRvRAe84qqhbEk7m107JmVP6JNbGlUIyV39PTGhi7TiJXGdCcWi XvZn4n9fJML4OJ0KlGXLFFoviTBLUZPY66QvDGcqxI5QZ4W4lbEgNZegCKrkQguWXV0nzohr41eD+sl K7yeMowgmcwjkEcAU1uIM6NIDBIzzDK7x52nvx3r2PRWvBy2eO4Q+8zx+2K480</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="EKJy6rjXhiAKrBUXGS g3J2VqHFQ=">AAAB7XicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKoMegF48RzAOSJcxOZpMxszPLTK8QQv7 BiwdFvPo/3vwbJ8keNLGgoajqprsrSqWw6PvfXmFtfWNzq7hd2tnd2z8oHx41rc4M4w2mpTbtiFouhe INFCh5OzWcJpHkrWh0O/NbT9xYodUDjlMeJnSgRCwYRSc1uygSbnvlil/15yCrJMhJBXLUe+Wvbl+z LOEKmaTWdgI/xXBCDQom+bTUzSxPKRvRAe84qqhbEk7m107JmVP6JNbGlUIyV39PTGhi7TiJXGdCcWi XvZn4n9fJML4OJ0KlGXLFFoviTBLUZPY66QvDGcqxI5QZ4W4lbEgNZegCKrkQguWXV0nzohr41eD+sl K7yeMowgmcwjkEcAU1uIM6NIDBIzzDK7x52nvx3r2PRWvBy2eO4Q+8zx+2K480</latexit>
+
<latexit sha1_base64="aWOcHJrcbrsxJSLO3n80z068CGE=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBZBEEoigh6LXjy2YD+gDWWznbRrN5uwuxFK6C/w4kERr/4kb /4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzgkRwbVz32ymsrW9sbhW3Szu7e/sH5cOjlo5TxbDJYhGrTkA1Ci6xabgR2EkU0igQ2A7GdzO//YRK81g+mEmCfkSHkoecUWOlxkW/XHGr7hxklXg5qUCOer/81RvELI1QGiao1l3PTYyfUWU4Ezgt9VKNCWVjOsSupZJGqP1sfuiUnFllQMJY2ZKGzNXfExmNtJ5Ege2MqBnpZW8m/ud1UxPe+BmXSWpQssWiMBXExGT2N RlwhcyIiSWUKW5vJWxEFWXGZlOyIXjLL6+S1mXVc6te46pSu83jKMIJnMI5eHANNbiHOjSBAcIzvMKb8+i8OO/Ox6K14OQzx/AHzucPcYWMrw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="aWOcHJrcbrsxJSLO3n80z068CGE=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBZBEEoigh6LXjy2YD+gDWWznbRrN5uwuxFK6C/w4kERr/4kb /4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzgkRwbVz32ymsrW9sbhW3Szu7e/sH5cOjlo5TxbDJYhGrTkA1Ci6xabgR2EkU0igQ2A7GdzO//YRK81g+mEmCfkSHkoecUWOlxkW/XHGr7hxklXg5qUCOer/81RvELI1QGiao1l3PTYyfUWU4Ezgt9VKNCWVjOsSupZJGqP1sfuiUnFllQMJY2ZKGzNXfExmNtJ5Ege2MqBnpZW8m/ud1UxPe+BmXSWpQssWiMBXExGT2N RlwhcyIiSWUKW5vJWxEFWXGZlOyIXjLL6+S1mXVc6te46pSu83jKMIJnMI5eHANNbiHOjSBAcIzvMKb8+i8OO/Ox6K14OQzx/AHzucPcYWMrw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="aWOcHJrcbrsxJSLO3n80z068CGE=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBZBEEoigh6LXjy2YD+gDWWznbRrN5uwuxFK6C/w4kERr/4kb /4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzgkRwbVz32ymsrW9sbhW3Szu7e/sH5cOjlo5TxbDJYhGrTkA1Ci6xabgR2EkU0igQ2A7GdzO//YRK81g+mEmCfkSHkoecUWOlxkW/XHGr7hxklXg5qUCOer/81RvELI1QGiao1l3PTYyfUWU4Ezgt9VKNCWVjOsSupZJGqP1sfuiUnFllQMJY2ZKGzNXfExmNtJ5Ege2MqBnpZW8m/ud1UxPe+BmXSWpQssWiMBXExGT2N RlwhcyIiSWUKW5vJWxEFWXGZlOyIXjLL6+S1mXVc6te46pSu83jKMIJnMI5eHANNbiHOjSBAcIzvMKb8+i8OO/Ox6K14OQzx/AHzucPcYWMrw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="aWOcHJrcbrsxJSLO3n80z068CGE=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBZBEEoigh6LXjy2YD+gDWWznbRrN5uwuxFK6C/w4kERr/4kb /4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzgkRwbVz32ymsrW9sbhW3Szu7e/sH5cOjlo5TxbDJYhGrTkA1Ci6xabgR2EkU0igQ2A7GdzO//YRK81g+mEmCfkSHkoecUWOlxkW/XHGr7hxklXg5qUCOer/81RvELI1QGiao1l3PTYyfUWU4Ezgt9VKNCWVjOsSupZJGqP1sfuiUnFllQMJY2ZKGzNXfExmNtJ5Ege2MqBnpZW8m/ud1UxPe+BmXSWpQssWiMBXExGT2N RlwhcyIiSWUKW5vJWxEFWXGZlOyIXjLL6+S1mXVc6te46pSu83jKMIJnMI5eHANNbiHOjSBAcIzvMKb8+i8OO/Ox6K14OQzx/AHzucPcYWMrw==</latexit>
. . .<latexit sha1_base64="4fajA5Sub0emPp2TPmVj1aHk3ls=">AAAB7XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8cK9gPaUDabTbt2kw27E6GE/gcvHhTx6v /x5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvSKUw6LrfTmltfWNzq7xd2dnd2z+oHh61jco04y2mpNLdgBouRcJbKFDybqo5jQPJO8H4duZ3nrg2QiUPOEm5H9NhIiLBKFqp3ZehQjOo1ty6OwdZJV5BalCgOah+9UPFspgnyCQ1pue5Kfo51SiY5NNKPzM8pWxMh7xnaUJjbvx8fu2UnFklJJHSthIkc/X3RE5jYyZxYDtjiiOz7M3E/7xehtG1n4skzZAnb LEoyiRBRWavk1BozlBOLKFMC3srYSOqKUMbUMWG4C2/vEraF3XPrXv3l7XGTRFHGU7gFM7BgytowB00oQUMHuEZXuHNUc6L8+58LFpLTjFzDH/gfP4AvB+POA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="4fajA5Sub0emPp2TPmVj1aHk3ls=">AAAB7XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8cK9gPaUDabTbt2kw27E6GE/gcvHhTx6v /x5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvSKUw6LrfTmltfWNzq7xd2dnd2z+oHh61jco04y2mpNLdgBouRcJbKFDybqo5jQPJO8H4duZ3nrg2QiUPOEm5H9NhIiLBKFqp3ZehQjOo1ty6OwdZJV5BalCgOah+9UPFspgnyCQ1pue5Kfo51SiY5NNKPzM8pWxMh7xnaUJjbvx8fu2UnFklJJHSthIkc/X3RE5jYyZxYDtjiiOz7M3E/7xehtG1n4skzZAnb LEoyiRBRWavk1BozlBOLKFMC3srYSOqKUMbUMWG4C2/vEraF3XPrXv3l7XGTRFHGU7gFM7BgytowB00oQUMHuEZXuHNUc6L8+58LFpLTjFzDH/gfP4AvB+POA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="4fajA5Sub0emPp2TPmVj1aHk3ls=">AAAB7XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8cK9gPaUDabTbt2kw27E6GE/gcvHhTx6v /x5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvSKUw6LrfTmltfWNzq7xd2dnd2z+oHh61jco04y2mpNLdgBouRcJbKFDybqo5jQPJO8H4duZ3nrg2QiUPOEm5H9NhIiLBKFqp3ZehQjOo1ty6OwdZJV5BalCgOah+9UPFspgnyCQ1pue5Kfo51SiY5NNKPzM8pWxMh7xnaUJjbvx8fu2UnFklJJHSthIkc/X3RE5jYyZxYDtjiiOz7M3E/7xehtG1n4skzZAnb LEoyiRBRWavk1BozlBOLKFMC3srYSOqKUMbUMWG4C2/vEraF3XPrXv3l7XGTRFHGU7gFM7BgytowB00oQUMHuEZXuHNUc6L8+58LFpLTjFzDH/gfP4AvB+POA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="4fajA5Sub0emPp2TPmVj1aHk3ls=">AAAB7XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8cK9gPaUDabTbt2kw27E6GE/gcvHhTx6v /x5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvSKUw6LrfTmltfWNzq7xd2dnd2z+oHh61jco04y2mpNLdgBouRcJbKFDybqo5jQPJO8H4duZ3nrg2QiUPOEm5H9NhIiLBKFqp3ZehQjOo1ty6OwdZJV5BalCgOah+9UPFspgnyCQ1pue5Kfo51SiY5NNKPzM8pWxMh7xnaUJjbvx8fu2UnFklJJHSthIkc/X3RE5jYyZxYDtjiiOz7M3E/7xehtG1n4skzZAnb LEoyiRBRWavk1BozlBOLKFMC3srYSOqKUMbUMWG4C2/vEraF3XPrXv3l7XGTRFHGU7gFM7BgytowB00oQUMHuEZXuHNUc6L8+58LFpLTjFzDH/gfP4AvB+POA==</latexit>| {z }
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<latexit sha1_base64= "d9iUx2KfyZPcCKlmqqWUml6SjIs=">AAACFHicbV DLSgNBEJyNrxhfqx69LAZBEMKuCHqMycVjRPOAJIT ZSScZMju7zPSKYVn/wYu/4sWDIl49ePNvnDwOmljQU FR1093lR4JrdN1vK7O0vLK6ll3PbWxube/Yu3s1Hc aKQZWFIlQNn2oQXEIVOQpoRApo4Auo+8Py2K/fgdI 8lLc4iqAd0L7kPc4oGqljn7Ri2QXlK8ogeZhD2kla CPeY3JRLl2nasfNuwZ3AWSTejOTJDJWO/dXqhiwOQ CITVOum50bYTqhCzgSkuVasIaJsSPvQNFTSAHQ7mT yVOkdG6Tq9UJmS6EzU3xMJDbQeBb7pDCgO9Lw3Fv/z mjH2LtoJl1GMINl0US8WDobOOCGnyxUwFCNDKFPc3 OqwATUBockxZ0Lw5l9eJLXTgucWvOuzfLE0iyNLDs ghOSYeOSdFckUqpEoYeSTP5JW8WU/Wi/VufUxbM9Z sZp/8gfX5A+I1oTE=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64= "d9iUx2KfyZPcCKlmqqWUml6SjIs=">AAACFHicbV DLSgNBEJyNrxhfqx69LAZBEMKuCHqMycVjRPOAJIT ZSScZMju7zPSKYVn/wYu/4sWDIl49ePNvnDwOmljQU FR1093lR4JrdN1vK7O0vLK6ll3PbWxube/Yu3s1Hc aKQZWFIlQNn2oQXEIVOQpoRApo4Auo+8Py2K/fgdI 8lLc4iqAd0L7kPc4oGqljn7Ri2QXlK8ogeZhD2kla CPeY3JRLl2nasfNuwZ3AWSTejOTJDJWO/dXqhiwOQ CITVOum50bYTqhCzgSkuVasIaJsSPvQNFTSAHQ7mT yVOkdG6Tq9UJmS6EzU3xMJDbQeBb7pDCgO9Lw3Fv/z mjH2LtoJl1GMINl0US8WDobOOCGnyxUwFCNDKFPc3 OqwATUBockxZ0Lw5l9eJLXTgucWvOuzfLE0iyNLDs ghOSYeOSdFckUqpEoYeSTP5JW8WU/Wi/VufUxbM9Z sZp/8gfX5A+I1oTE=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64= "d9iUx2KfyZPcCKlmqqWUml6SjIs=">AAACFHicbV DLSgNBEJyNrxhfqx69LAZBEMKuCHqMycVjRPOAJIT ZSScZMju7zPSKYVn/wYu/4sWDIl49ePNvnDwOmljQU FR1093lR4JrdN1vK7O0vLK6ll3PbWxube/Yu3s1Hc aKQZWFIlQNn2oQXEIVOQpoRApo4Auo+8Py2K/fgdI 8lLc4iqAd0L7kPc4oGqljn7Ri2QXlK8ogeZhD2kla CPeY3JRLl2nasfNuwZ3AWSTejOTJDJWO/dXqhiwOQ CITVOum50bYTqhCzgSkuVasIaJsSPvQNFTSAHQ7mT yVOkdG6Tq9UJmS6EzU3xMJDbQeBb7pDCgO9Lw3Fv/z mjH2LtoJl1GMINl0US8WDobOOCGnyxUwFCNDKFPc3 OqwATUBockxZ0Lw5l9eJLXTgucWvOuzfLE0iyNLDs ghOSYeOSdFckUqpEoYeSTP5JW8WU/Wi/VufUxbM9Z sZp/8gfX5A+I1oTE=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64= "d9iUx2KfyZPcCKlmqqWUml6SjIs=">AAACFHicbV DLSgNBEJyNrxhfqx69LAZBEMKuCHqMycVjRPOAJIT ZSScZMju7zPSKYVn/wYu/4sWDIl49ePNvnDwOmljQU FR1093lR4JrdN1vK7O0vLK6ll3PbWxube/Yu3s1Hc aKQZWFIlQNn2oQXEIVOQpoRApo4Auo+8Py2K/fgdI 8lLc4iqAd0L7kPc4oGqljn7Ri2QXlK8ogeZhD2kla CPeY3JRLl2nasfNuwZ3AWSTejOTJDJWO/dXqhiwOQ CITVOum50bYTqhCzgSkuVasIaJsSPvQNFTSAHQ7mT yVOkdG6Tq9UJmS6EzU3xMJDbQeBb7pDCgO9Lw3Fv/z mjH2LtoJl1GMINl0US8WDobOOCGnyxUwFCNDKFPc3 OqwATUBockxZ0Lw5l9eJLXTgucWvOuzfLE0iyNLDs ghOSYeOSdFckUqpEoYeSTP5JW8WU/Wi/VufUxbM9Z sZp/8gfX5A+I1oTE=</latexit>| {z }
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<latexit sha1_base64= "+Au0cBOaXoKwEsNT9vixpesDGsM=">AAACNHiclVD LSgNBEJyNrxhfUY9eFoPgKeyKoMeYgAheIpoHJCHMT jrJkNnZZaZXDMv6T178EC8ieFDEq9/g5HHQxIsFDUV VN91dXii4Rsd5sVILi0vLK+nVzNr6xuZWdnunqoNIM aiwQASq7lENgkuoIEcB9VAB9T0BNW9QGvm1W1CaB/ IGhyG0fNqTvMsZRSO1s5fNSHZAeYoyiO//h6QdNxHu ML4unRfPkqSdzTl5Zwx7nrhTkiNTlNvZp2YnYJEPEp mgWjdcJ8RWTBVyJiDJNCMNIWUD2oOGoZL6oFvx+OnE PjBKx+4GypREe6z+nIipr/XQ90ynT7GvZ72R+JfXiL B72oq5DCMEySaLupGwMbBHCdodroChGBpCmeLmVpv 1qQkQTc4ZE4I7+/I8qR7lXSfvXh3nCsVpHGmyR/bJI XHJCSmQC1ImFcLIA3kmb+TderRerQ/rc9KasqYzu+Q XrK9vldSx+Q==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64= "+Au0cBOaXoKwEsNT9vixpesDGsM=">AAACNHiclVD LSgNBEJyNrxhfUY9eFoPgKeyKoMeYgAheIpoHJCHMT jrJkNnZZaZXDMv6T178EC8ieFDEq9/g5HHQxIsFDUV VN91dXii4Rsd5sVILi0vLK+nVzNr6xuZWdnunqoNIM aiwQASq7lENgkuoIEcB9VAB9T0BNW9QGvm1W1CaB/ IGhyG0fNqTvMsZRSO1s5fNSHZAeYoyiO//h6QdNxHu ML4unRfPkqSdzTl5Zwx7nrhTkiNTlNvZp2YnYJEPEp mgWjdcJ8RWTBVyJiDJNCMNIWUD2oOGoZL6oFvx+OnE PjBKx+4GypREe6z+nIipr/XQ90ynT7GvZ72R+JfXiL B72oq5DCMEySaLupGwMbBHCdodroChGBpCmeLmVpv 1qQkQTc4ZE4I7+/I8qR7lXSfvXh3nCsVpHGmyR/bJI XHJCSmQC1ImFcLIA3kmb+TderRerQ/rc9KasqYzu+Q XrK9vldSx+Q==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64= "+Au0cBOaXoKwEsNT9vixpesDGsM=">AAACNHiclVD LSgNBEJyNrxhfUY9eFoPgKeyKoMeYgAheIpoHJCHMT jrJkNnZZaZXDMv6T178EC8ieFDEq9/g5HHQxIsFDUV VN91dXii4Rsd5sVILi0vLK+nVzNr6xuZWdnunqoNIM aiwQASq7lENgkuoIEcB9VAB9T0BNW9QGvm1W1CaB/ IGhyG0fNqTvMsZRSO1s5fNSHZAeYoyiO//h6QdNxHu ML4unRfPkqSdzTl5Zwx7nrhTkiNTlNvZp2YnYJEPEp mgWjdcJ8RWTBVyJiDJNCMNIWUD2oOGoZL6oFvx+OnE PjBKx+4GypREe6z+nIipr/XQ90ynT7GvZ72R+JfXiL B72oq5DCMEySaLupGwMbBHCdodroChGBpCmeLmVpv 1qQkQTc4ZE4I7+/I8qR7lXSfvXh3nCsVpHGmyR/bJI XHJCSmQC1ImFcLIA3kmb+TderRerQ/rc9KasqYzu+Q XrK9vldSx+Q==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64= "+Au0cBOaXoKwEsNT9vixpesDGsM=">AAACNHiclVD LSgNBEJyNrxhfUY9eFoPgKeyKoMeYgAheIpoHJCHMT jrJkNnZZaZXDMv6T178EC8ieFDEq9/g5HHQxIsFDUV VN91dXii4Rsd5sVILi0vLK+nVzNr6xuZWdnunqoNIM aiwQASq7lENgkuoIEcB9VAB9T0BNW9QGvm1W1CaB/ IGhyG0fNqTvMsZRSO1s5fNSHZAeYoyiO//h6QdNxHu ML4unRfPkqSdzTl5Zwx7nrhTkiNTlNvZp2YnYJEPEp mgWjdcJ8RWTBVyJiDJNCMNIWUD2oOGoZL6oFvx+OnE PjBKx+4GypREe6z+nIipr/XQ90ynT7GvZ72R+JfXiL B72oq5DCMEySaLupGwMbBHCdodroChGBpCmeLmVpv 1qQkQTc4ZE4I7+/I8qR7lXSfvXh3nCsVpHGmyR/bJI XHJCSmQC1ImFcLIA3kmb+TderRerQ/rc9KasqYzu+Q XrK9vldSx+Q==</latexit>
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<latexit sha1 _base64="mDF3pIt8zg/HJLOY fx4mhcdUPbk=">AAAB8XicbVBN S8NAEN34WetX1aOXxSLUS0lE0 GPRi8cK9gPbUDbbSbt0swm7E7 GE/gsvHhTx6r/x5r9x2+agrQ8G Hu/NMDMvSKQw6Lrfzsrq2vrGZ mGruL2zu7dfOjhsmjjVHBo8lr FuB8yAFAoaKFBCO9HAokBCKxjd TP3WI2gjYnWP4wT8iA2UCAVna KWHLsITZpXgbNIrld2qOwNdJl 5OyiRHvVf66vZjnkagkEtmTMd zE/QzplFwCZNiNzWQMD5iA+hYq lgExs9mF0/oqVX6NIy1LYV0pv 6eyFhkzDgKbGfEcGgWvan4n9d JMbzyM6GSFEHx+aIwlRRjOn2f9 oUGjnJsCeNa2FspHzLNONqQij YEb/HlZdI8r3pu1bu7KNeu8zg K5JickArxyCWpkVtSJw3CiSLP5 JW8OcZ5cd6dj3nripPPHJE/cD 5/AFBCkKo=</latexit><latexit sha1 _base64="mDF3pIt8zg/HJLOY fx4mhcdUPbk=">AAAB8XicbVBN S8NAEN34WetX1aOXxSLUS0lE0 GPRi8cK9gPbUDbbSbt0swm7E7 GE/gsvHhTx6r/x5r9x2+agrQ8G Hu/NMDMvSKQw6Lrfzsrq2vrGZ mGruL2zu7dfOjhsmjjVHBo8lr FuB8yAFAoaKFBCO9HAokBCKxjd TP3WI2gjYnWP4wT8iA2UCAVna KWHLsITZpXgbNIrld2qOwNdJl 5OyiRHvVf66vZjnkagkEtmTMd zE/QzplFwCZNiNzWQMD5iA+hYq lgExs9mF0/oqVX6NIy1LYV0pv 6eyFhkzDgKbGfEcGgWvan4n9d JMbzyM6GSFEHx+aIwlRRjOn2f9 oUGjnJsCeNa2FspHzLNONqQij YEb/HlZdI8r3pu1bu7KNeu8zg K5JickArxyCWpkVtSJw3CiSLP5 JW8OcZ5cd6dj3nripPPHJE/cD 5/AFBCkKo=</latexit><latexit sha1 _base64="mDF3pIt8zg/HJLOY fx4mhcdUPbk=">AAAB8XicbVBN S8NAEN34WetX1aOXxSLUS0lE0 GPRi8cK9gPbUDbbSbt0swm7E7 GE/gsvHhTx6r/x5r9x2+agrQ8G Hu/NMDMvSKQw6Lrfzsrq2vrGZ mGruL2zu7dfOjhsmjjVHBo8lr FuB8yAFAoaKFBCO9HAokBCKxjd TP3WI2gjYnWP4wT8iA2UCAVna KWHLsITZpXgbNIrld2qOwNdJl 5OyiRHvVf66vZjnkagkEtmTMd zE/QzplFwCZNiNzWQMD5iA+hYq lgExs9mF0/oqVX6NIy1LYV0pv 6eyFhkzDgKbGfEcGgWvan4n9d JMbzyM6GSFEHx+aIwlRRjOn2f9 oUGjnJsCeNa2FspHzLNONqQij YEb/HlZdI8r3pu1bu7KNeu8zg K5JickArxyCWpkVtSJw3CiSLP5 JW8OcZ5cd6dj3nripPPHJE/cD 5/AFBCkKo=</latexit><latexit sha1 _base64="mDF3pIt8zg/HJLOY fx4mhcdUPbk=">AAAB8XicbVBN S8NAEN34WetX1aOXxSLUS0lE0 GPRi8cK9gPbUDbbSbt0swm7E7 GE/gsvHhTx6r/x5r9x2+agrQ8G Hu/NMDMvSKQw6Lrfzsrq2vrGZ mGruL2zu7dfOjhsmjjVHBo8lr FuB8yAFAoaKFBCO9HAokBCKxjd TP3WI2gjYnWP4wT8iA2UCAVna KWHLsITZpXgbNIrld2qOwNdJl 5OyiRHvVf66vZjnkagkEtmTMd zE/QzplFwCZNiNzWQMD5iA+hYq lgExs9mF0/oqVX6NIy1LYV0pv 6eyFhkzDgKbGfEcGgWvan4n9d JMbzyM6GSFEHx+aIwlRRjOn2f9 oUGjnJsCeNa2FspHzLNONqQij YEb/HlZdI8r3pu1bu7KNeu8zg K5JickArxyCWpkVtSJw3CiSLP5 JW8OcZ5cd6dj3nripPPHJE/cD 5/AFBCkKo=</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="tUjvE 4wkWRlcVIxRgxZQP+zWaG8=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69 LBbBU0lE0GPRgx5bsB/QhrLZTtq1m03Y3Qgl9Bd48aCIV3+SN/+N2 zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5QSK4Nq777RTW1jc2t4rbpZ3dvf2D8uFRS8epYt hksYhVJ6AaBZfYNNwI7CQKaRQIbAfj25nffkKleSwfzCRBP6JDyUP OqLFS465frrhVdw6ySrycVCBHvV/+6g1ilkYoDRNU667nJsbPqDKc CZyWeqnGhLIxHWLXUkkj1H42P3RKzqwyIGGsbElD5urviYxGWk+iw HZG1Iz0sjcT//O6qQmv/YzLJDUo2WJRmApiYjL7mgy4QmbExBLKFLe 3EjaiijJjsynZELzll1dJ66LquVWvcVmp3eRxFOEETuEcPLiCGtxD HZrAAOEZXuHNeXRenHfnY9FacPKZY/gD5/MHm/WMyw==</latexit ><latexit sha1_base64="tUjvE 4wkWRlcVIxRgxZQP+zWaG8=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69 LBbBU0lE0GPRgx5bsB/QhrLZTtq1m03Y3Qgl9Bd48aCIV3+SN/+N2 zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5QSK4Nq777RTW1jc2t4rbpZ3dvf2D8uFRS8epYt hksYhVJ6AaBZfYNNwI7CQKaRQIbAfj25nffkKleSwfzCRBP6JDyUP OqLFS465frrhVdw6ySrycVCBHvV/+6g1ilkYoDRNU667nJsbPqDKc CZyWeqnGhLIxHWLXUkkj1H42P3RKzqwyIGGsbElD5urviYxGWk+iw HZG1Iz0sjcT//O6qQmv/YzLJDUo2WJRmApiYjL7mgy4QmbExBLKFLe 3EjaiijJjsynZELzll1dJ66LquVWvcVmp3eRxFOEETuEcPLiCGtxD HZrAAOEZXuHNeXRenHfnY9FacPKZY/gD5/MHm/WMyw==</latexit ><latexit sha1_base64="tUjvE 4wkWRlcVIxRgxZQP+zWaG8=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69 LBbBU0lE0GPRgx5bsB/QhrLZTtq1m03Y3Qgl9Bd48aCIV3+SN/+N2 zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5QSK4Nq777RTW1jc2t4rbpZ3dvf2D8uFRS8epYt hksYhVJ6AaBZfYNNwI7CQKaRQIbAfj25nffkKleSwfzCRBP6JDyUP OqLFS465frrhVdw6ySrycVCBHvV/+6g1ilkYoDRNU667nJsbPqDKc CZyWeqnGhLIxHWLXUkkj1H42P3RKzqwyIGGsbElD5urviYxGWk+iw HZG1Iz0sjcT//O6qQmv/YzLJDUo2WJRmApiYjL7mgy4QmbExBLKFLe 3EjaiijJjsynZELzll1dJ66LquVWvcVmp3eRxFOEETuEcPLiCGtxD HZrAAOEZXuHNeXRenHfnY9FacPKZY/gD5/MHm/WMyw==</latexit ><latexit sha1_base64="tUjvE 4wkWRlcVIxRgxZQP+zWaG8=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69 LBbBU0lE0GPRgx5bsB/QhrLZTtq1m03Y3Qgl9Bd48aCIV3+SN/+N2 zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5QSK4Nq777RTW1jc2t4rbpZ3dvf2D8uFRS8epYt hksYhVJ6AaBZfYNNwI7CQKaRQIbAfj25nffkKleSwfzCRBP6JDyUP OqLFS465frrhVdw6ySrycVCBHvV/+6g1ilkYoDRNU667nJsbPqDKc CZyWeqnGhLIxHWLXUkkj1H42P3RKzqwyIGGsbElD5urviYxGWk+iw HZG1Iz0sjcT//O6qQmv/YzLJDUo2WJRmApiYjL7mgy4QmbExBLKFLe 3EjaiijJjsynZELzll1dJ66LquVWvcVmp3eRxFOEETuEcPLiCGtxD HZrAAOEZXuHNeXRenHfnY9FacPKZY/gD5/MHm/WMyw==</latexit >
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FIG. 7. (a) Dyson equation for the full Green’s function G,
where G0 is the bare Green’s function and Σ is the irreducible
self-energy; (b) Diagrammatic expansion of the irreducible
self-energy Σ for impurity scattering, showing the truncation
made in SCBA.
Thus, we take the irreducible retarded self-energy in the
helicity basis to be
Σαβ(k, E) = niT
k,k
αβ (E). (42)
The T -matrix satisfies the Born series,
Tk,k
′

















where Vαβ(k,k′) is the matrix element of V (r) in the
momentum-helicity basis. G is the full retarded Green’s
function in this basis, which obeys the Dyson equation,






G0αα(k, E)Σαγ(k, E)Gγβ(k, E).
(44)
Note that the impurity averaging procedure restores
translation invariance, so that the Green’s function is
diagonal in momentum. For circularly symmetric poten-
tials, which have angular components







dr rV (r)J0(|k − k′|r)eilθ, (45)
the low-energy T -matrix in the negative-helicity sector is






T l(E)eil(θk−θk′ ). (46)
This follows from the arguments made in Ref. [24], which
also hold for the SCFBA Green’s function. This guaran-
tees that the self-energy is independent of momentum in
the same limit: Σ−−(k, E) ≡ Σ(E). By (44), this also
means that the Green’s function is independent of θk.





V l(k0, k0)(1− J l+ + J l−)






V l+1(k0, k0)(1− J l+ − J l−)
1− I l− − J l+ + I l−J l+ − I l+J l−
)
, (47)
where I l± and J l± are the integral contributions of the












[V l(k0, q)± V l+1(k0, q)]G++(q, E).
(48)
In the low-energy regime of interest to us, the integrand
of J l± is far from its poles in q and we expect J l± to be
negligible. More precisely, let us impose a momentum
cutoff k0Λ around the ring of degenerate states such that
Λ  1, and then integrate from k0(1 − Λ) to k0(1 + Λ).
In this range, |J l±| ∼ Λ  1. The T -matrix is then
determined entirely by the integral I l−:





The integral I l− depends on the Green’s function compo-











The last term, containing the off-diagonal parts, is second
order in the impurity density and will be ignored from
now on. I l− is derived in Appendix. B 1 to be











(E + µ)/E0 − Σ(E)/E0. (52)



















FIG. 8. Real and imaginary parts of the self-energy for the
SCFBA (solid lines) and the full Born approximation (dashed
lines). The two coincide in the clean limit. Here, the impurity
density was chosen to be ni/n0 = 0.016. A cutoff of Λ = 0.5
was used, although the self-energy in this regime is largely
independent of this choice.
Note that by expanding to lowest order in ni, we get the












It is conventional to absorb the lowest order self-energy
term into the chemical potential. This amounts to re-
defining
Σ˜(E) ≡ Σ(E)− niV−−(k0, k0) (55)
µ˜ ≡ µ+ niV−−(k0, k0). (56)
The resulting self-energy is shown in Fig. 8.
From (50) we may compute the spectral function
A(k, E) = −2 ImG−−(k, E). It is a Lorentzian with an
energy-dependent width given by




This is equivalent to the definition of the lifetime used in
the Boltzmann description (10) due to the optical theo-
rem for the low-energy T -matrix [24]:
ImTkk
′





dθ |Tkk′−− |2, (58)
where θ is the angle between k and k′.
From the spectral function, we obtain the density of
states





(E − ξ−k − Re Σ)2 + (Im Σ)2
,
(59)
applying the same cutoff as before. This integral is sim-








E + µ˜− Σ˜(E)
)
. (60)




FIG. 9. Density of states as a function of electron density
computed from the SCFBA for an impurity density of ni/n0 =
0.016, compared to the clean limit.
Note that in the clean limit, Σ˜(E) → 0, µ˜ → µ, and
we recover the non-interacting density of states (7). In-
tegrating this up to the Fermi level gives the density,
which we invert to obtain g(n) as shown in Fig. 9. As
expected, disorder rounds the van Hove singularity in the
density of states.
A similar rounding of the density of states was found
in the study of a 2D Rashba electron gas with delta-
function impurities, for which an asymptotically exact
solution is available in the low-energy limit [37]. Here
we are considering a more general situation making use
of the universal behaviour of the T -matrix for arbitrary
circularly symmetric, finite-range potentials (49).
B. Kubo conductivity
Using the Green’s function and T -matrix derived in
the previous section, we now look at the conductivity
within linear response theory. In the Kubo formalism,
the conductivity is given by







where Πret(ω) is the retarded current-current correlator
















where we have defined the advanced (PAR(E)) and re-








withX ∈ {R,A}. Here, GR, andGA are the retarded and
advanced Green’s functions. ΓRR(p, E), and ΓAR(p, E)
are the retarded-retarded and advanced-retarded vertex
parts, which satisfy the integral equation shown in Fig.
9(b)
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FIG. 10. (a) Conductivity bubble; (b) integral equation for
the vertex part ΓXR. Here, the upper double line corresponds
the Green’s function GX, and the lower one corresponds to
GR. (c) Born series for the T -matrix product. Double lines
represent the SCFBA Green’s function.
10(b). Lastly, Γ0(p) ≡ ∂H∂px is the bare vertex. In the




I− λ cos θpσz − λ sin θpσy. (64)
Isotropy of the system allows us to just consider the x-
component of the vertex part, corresponding to the longi-
tudinal conductivity σDCxx . The integral equation for the
vertex part in this basis is, in matrix notation,







Since we are only interested in energies near the band
bottom, we may neglect the contribution from the upper-
helicity component of the Green’s functions as they do
not have any poles near those energies. We may then re-
gard (65) as a scalar equation in the lower-helicity sector.
In this sector, Γ0(p) = pxm − λ cos θp, which motivates us




− λ˜XR(E) cos θp. (66)
We have anticipated a renormalized Rashba coupling
λ˜XR(E) independent of momentum. The mass cannot
be renormalized because the only term on the right-hand
side of (65) that depends on the magnitude of p is the
bare vertex. Expanding the T -matrix in circular harmon-




FIG. 11. Renormalized Rashba couplings λ˜AR (solid) and
λ˜RR (dashed) relative to the bare coupling for two differ-
ent impurity densities. The advanced-retarded coupling is
slightly smaller than the bare coupling. The cusp seen in the
retarded-retarded coupling occurs at n ≈ ni and corresponds
to a change in sign of λ˜RR−λ. This coupling is slightly smaller
than the bare value at electron densities below the impurity
density, but becomes larger than the bare coupling above the
impurity density.
























Our ansatz for the vertex part works because the mirror









′)φ sinφ = 0, (68)
so that the θp dependence in (67) disappears. Using the





1 + δ4pik0 (
1
τtr − 1τ )PXR2
1 + δ4pim (
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The integrals for the advanced-retarded part may be
computed analytically as shown in Appendix. B 3 [Eqs.
(B17), (B21)]. The result is shown as a function of den-
sity in Fig. 11. At low density, the Rashba coupling
renormalization is minimal.
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Having obtained the renormalized coupling, we may




















Once again, the advanced-retarded integrals are evalu-


















It should be noted that the retarded-retarded part
PRR(E) only becomes important for electron densities
below the impurity density. Above this density, the zero-





Using (73), one can show that this reduces to the Boltz-
mann result. This is also clearly seen numerically in
Fig. 12, where the conductivity is computed from the
full expression (62) at zero temperature. We see that the
prominent features of the DC conductivity found in the
Boltzmann calculation (the drop near zero density, and
the quantization on a log scale) survive in the fully quan-
tum Kubo formula calculation as long as ni < n. Note
that this regime is consistent with the implicit assump-
tion in the impurity-averaging process, namely that there
is enough electron-electron interaction to cause decoher-
ence between impurity-scattering events.
One might be skeptical about trusting the SCFBA in
such a low density regime. First, Fermi liquid theory (re-
sulting in Boltzmann transport) typically breaks down at
ultra-low densities [38]. For another, the rapid drop seen
in the conductivity as the density is lowered indicates a
diverging scattering rate, and one might think that this
could lead to interimpurity interference effects, such as
weak antilocalization [39]. As it turns out however, this
is not the case, provided we focus on ni  n, which is
precisely the Boltzmann limit. To see this, recall that the
only diagrams excluded from the SCFBA are the crossed
diagrams, which give rise to quantum interference effects.
An example of such a crossed diagram is shown in Fig.
13, compared to a non-crossed diagram of the same or-
der. We know that the SCFBA spectral function is a
Lorentzian with a width 1/τ given in Eq. (58). At the
Fermi level EF , this corresponds to a smearing (∆k) in
momentum space that satisfies
[kF ± (∆k)]2
2m
− λ[kF ± (∆k)] ∼ EF + 1/τ, (75)




FIG. 12. Zero-temperature DC conductivity as a function
of electron density computed numerically from the SCFBA
for different impurity densities. We have normalized each
curve by the impurity-density-dependent factor ∆σ0 ≡ e28~ n0ni
[Eq. (38)]. For comparison, the Boltzmann result is shown
with a dashed line. As shown in the text, the neglected cross-
ing diagrams may become important for n < ni. Thus the
range of validity of these curves is: n/n0 > 10−2 for the blue
curve, n/n0 > 10−4 for the orange curve, and n/n0 > 10−6
for the green curve. In these ranges we see agreement with
the Boltzmann result.
where + and − correspond to the > and < states respec-
tively. As shown in Ref. [37], the condition for crossed
diagrams to be negligible is that (∆k) k0. We include












Returning to the diagrams in Fig. 13, we see that the
internal momenta in the non-crossed diagram are inde-
pendent, so that the phase space for this diagram is
ΩNC = [(2pik< + 2pik>)(∆k)]
2 = [4pik0(∆k)]
2. (77)
On the other hand, crossing diagrams have the restriction
|k2 + k − k1| ∈ [k − (∆k), k + (∆k)], which means that
once one momentum is fixed, the other is restricted to
the intersection of four annuli. One possibility is shown
in the bottom right of Fig. 13 with two intersections,
but there are three other cases with four, six and eight
intersections as well. Regardless, the phase space will be
ΩC ∼ 8pik0(∆k)3. (78)









Let us now see if the SCFBA scattering rate meets
this criteria. To be consistent with impurity averaging
11
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⇥
<latexit s ha1_base64="EKJy6r jXhiAKrBUXGSg3J2Vq HFQ=">AAAB7XicbVDL SgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBo PgKeyKoMegF48RzAOSJ cxOZpMxszPLTK8QQv7 BiwdFvPo/3vwbJ8keN LGgoajqprsrSqWw6Pv fXmFtfWNzq7hd2tnd2 z8oHx41rc4M4w2mpTbt iFouheINFCh5OzWcJp HkrWh0O/NbT9xYodUD jlMeJnSgRCwYRSc1uy gSbnvlil/15yCrJMhJ BXLUe+Wvbl+zLOEKmaT WdgI/xXBCDQom+bTUz SxPKRvRAe84qqhbEk7 m107JmVP6JNbGlUIyV 39PTGhi7TiJXGdCcWi XvZn4n9fJML4OJ0KlGX LFFoviTBLUZPY66QvD GcqxI5QZ4W4lbEgNZe gCKrkQguWXV0nzohr4 1eD+slK7yeMowgmcwj kEcAU1uIM6NIDBIzzD K7x52nvx3r2PRWvBy2e O4Q+8zx+2K480</lat exit><latexit s ha1_base64="EKJy6r jXhiAKrBUXGSg3J2Vq HFQ=">AAAB7XicbVDL SgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBo PgKeyKoMegF48RzAOSJ cxOZpMxszPLTK8QQv7 BiwdFvPo/3vwbJ8keN LGgoajqprsrSqWw6Pv fXmFtfWNzq7hd2tnd2 z8oHx41rc4M4w2mpTbt iFouheINFCh5OzWcJp HkrWh0O/NbT9xYodUD jlMeJnSgRCwYRSc1uy gSbnvlil/15yCrJMhJ BXLUe+Wvbl+zLOEKmaT WdgI/xXBCDQom+bTUz SxPKRvRAe84qqhbEk7 m107JmVP6JNbGlUIyV 39PTGhi7TiJXGdCcWi XvZn4n9fJML4OJ0KlGX LFFoviTBLUZPY66QvD GcqxI5QZ4W4lbEgNZe gCKrkQguWXV0nzohr4 1eD+slK7yeMowgmcwj kEcAU1uIM6NIDBIzzD K7x52nvx3r2PRWvBy2e O4Q+8zx+2K480</lat exit><latexit s ha1_base64="EKJy6r jXhiAKrBUXGSg3J2Vq HFQ=">AAAB7XicbVDL SgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBo PgKeyKoMegF48RzAOSJ cxOZpMxszPLTK8QQv7 BiwdFvPo/3vwbJ8keN LGgoajqprsrSqWw6Pv fXmFtfWNzq7hd2tnd2 z8oHx41rc4M4w2mpTbt iFouheINFCh5OzWcJp HkrWh0O/NbT9xYodUD jlMeJnSgRCwYRSc1uy gSbnvlil/15yCrJMhJ BXLUe+Wvbl+zLOEKmaT WdgI/xXBCDQom+bTUz SxPKRvRAe84qqhbEk7 m107JmVP6JNbGlUIyV 39PTGhi7TiJXGdCcWi XvZn4n9fJML4OJ0KlGX LFFoviTBLUZPY66QvD GcqxI5QZ4W4lbEgNZe gCKrkQguWXV0nzohr4 1eD+slK7yeMowgmcwj kEcAU1uIM6NIDBIzzD K7x52nvx3r2PRWvBy2e O4Q+8zx+2K480</lat exit><latexit s ha1_base64="EKJy6r jXhiAKrBUXGSg3J2Vq HFQ=">AAAB7XicbVDL SgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBo PgKeyKoMegF48RzAOSJ cxOZpMxszPLTK8QQv7 BiwdFvPo/3vwbJ8keN LGgoajqprsrSqWw6Pv fXmFtfWNzq7hd2tnd2 z8oHx41rc4M4w2mpTbt iFouheINFCh5OzWcJp HkrWh0O/NbT9xYodUD jlMeJnSgRCwYRSc1uy gSbnvlil/15yCrJMhJ BXLUe+Wvbl+zLOEKmaT WdgI/xXBCDQom+bTUz SxPKRvRAe84qqhbEk7 m107JmVP6JNbGlUIyV 39PTGhi7TiJXGdCcWi XvZn4n9fJML4OJ0KlGX LFFoviTBLUZPY66QvD GcqxI5QZ4W4lbEgNZe gCKrkQguWXV0nzohr4 1eD+slK7yeMowgmcwj kEcAU1uIM6NIDBIzzD K7x52nvx3r2PRWvBy2e O4Q+8zx+2K480</lat exit>
⇥
<latexit s ha1_base64="EKJy6r jXhiAKrBUXGSg3J2Vq HFQ=">AAAB7XicbVDL SgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBo PgKeyKoMegF48RzAOSJ cxOZpMxszPLTK8QQv7 BiwdFvPo/3vwbJ8keN LGgoajqprsrSqWw6Pv fXmFtfWNzq7hd2tnd2 z8oHx41rc4M4w2mpTbt iFouheINFCh5OzWcJp HkrWh0O/NbT9xYodUD jlMeJnSgRCwYRSc1uy gSbnvlil/15yCrJMhJ BXLUe+Wvbl+zLOEKmaT WdgI/xXBCDQom+bTUz SxPKRvRAe84qqhbEk7 m107JmVP6JNbGlUIyV 39PTGhi7TiJXGdCcWi XvZn4n9fJML4OJ0KlGX LFFoviTBLUZPY66QvD GcqxI5QZ4W4lbEgNZe gCKrkQguWXV0nzohr4 1eD+slK7yeMowgmcwj kEcAU1uIM6NIDBIzzD K7x52nvx3r2PRWvBy2e O4Q+8zx+2K480</lat exit><latexit s ha1_base64="EKJy6r jXhiAKrBUXGSg3J2Vq HFQ=">AAAB7XicbVDL SgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBo PgKeyKoMegF48RzAOSJ cxOZpMxszPLTK8QQv7 BiwdFvPo/3vwbJ8keN LGgoajqprsrSqWw6Pv fXmFtfWNzq7hd2tnd2 z8oHx41rc4M4w2mpTbt iFouheINFCh5OzWcJp HkrWh0O/NbT9xYodUD jlMeJnSgRCwYRSc1uy gSbnvlil/15yCrJMhJ BXLUe+Wvbl+zLOEKmaT WdgI/xXBCDQom+bTUz SxPKRvRAe84qqhbEk7 m107JmVP6JNbGlUIyV 39PTGhi7TiJXGdCcWi XvZn4n9fJML4OJ0KlGX LFFoviTBLUZPY66QvD GcqxI5QZ4W4lbEgNZe gCKrkQguWXV0nzohr4 1eD+slK7yeMowgmcwj kEcAU1uIM6NIDBIzzD K7x52nvx3r2PRWvBy2e O4Q+8zx+2K480</lat exit><latexit s ha1_base64="EKJy6r jXhiAKrBUXGSg3J2Vq HFQ=">AAAB7XicbVDL SgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBo PgKeyKoMegF48RzAOSJ cxOZpMxszPLTK8QQv7 BiwdFvPo/3vwbJ8keN LGgoajqprsrSqWw6Pv fXmFtfWNzq7hd2tnd2 z8oHx41rc4M4w2mpTbt iFouheINFCh5OzWcJp HkrWh0O/NbT9xYodUD jlMeJnSgRCwYRSc1uy gSbnvlil/15yCrJMhJ BXLUe+Wvbl+zLOEKmaT WdgI/xXBCDQom+bTUz SxPKRvRAe84qqhbEk7 m107JmVP6JNbGlUIyV 39PTGhi7TiJXGdCcWi XvZn4n9fJML4OJ0KlGX LFFoviTBLUZPY66QvD GcqxI5QZ4W4lbEgNZe gCKrkQguWXV0nzohr4 1eD+slK7yeMowgmcwj kEcAU1uIM6NIDBIzzD K7x52nvx3r2PRWvBy2e O4Q+8zx+2K480</lat exit><latexit s ha1_base64="EKJy6r jXhiAKrBUXGSg3J2Vq HFQ=">AAAB7XicbVDL SgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBo PgKeyKoMegF48RzAOSJ cxOZpMxszPLTK8QQv7 BiwdFvPo/3vwbJ8keN LGgoajqprsrSqWw6Pv fXmFtfWNzq7hd2tnd2 z8oHx41rc4M4w2mpTbt iFouheINFCh5OzWcJp HkrWh0O/NbT9xYodUD jlMeJnSgRCwYRSc1uy gSbnvlil/15yCrJMhJ BXLUe+Wvbl+zLOEKmaT WdgI/xXBCDQom+bTUz SxPKRvRAe84qqhbEk7 m107JmVP6JNbGlUIyV 39PTGhi7TiJXGdCcWi XvZn4n9fJML4OJ0KlGX LFFoviTBLUZPY66QvD GcqxI5QZ4W4lbEgNZe gCKrkQguWXV0nzohr4 1eD+slK7yeMowgmcwj kEcAU1uIM6NIDBIzzD K7x52nvx3r2PRWvBy2e O4Q+8zx+2K480</lat exit>
k1   k
<latexit sha1_base64="D5i72CbS3 lKSNy8525mkel5pQpE=">AAACAHicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfURcu3AwWwY0lKYIui 25cVrAPaEOZTCft0MkkzEyEErLxV9y4UMStn+HOv3HSZlFbDwycOede7r3Hjz lT2nF+rNLa+sbmVnm7srO7t39gHx61VZRIQlsk4pHs+lhRzgRtaaY57caS4tDn tONP7nK/80SlYpF41NOYeiEeCRYwgrWRBvZJP8R67AfpJBu4lwsfu+rUnBnQK nELUoUCzYH93R9GJAmp0IRjpXquE2svxVIzwmlW6SeKxphM8Ij2DBU4pMpLZw dk6NwoQxRE0jyh0Uxd7EhxqNQ09E1lvqFa9nLxP6+X6ODGS5mIE00FmQ8KEo50 hPI00JBJSjSfGoKJZGZXRMZYYqJNZhUTgrt88ipp12uuU3MfrqqN2yKOMpzCG VyAC9fQgHtoQgsIZPACb/BuPVuv1of1OS8tWUXPMfyB9fULDZCWsA==</latex it><latexit sha1_base64="D5i72CbS3 lKSNy8525mkel5pQpE=">AAACAHicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfURcu3AwWwY0lKYIui 25cVrAPaEOZTCft0MkkzEyEErLxV9y4UMStn+HOv3HSZlFbDwycOede7r3Hjz lT2nF+rNLa+sbmVnm7srO7t39gHx61VZRIQlsk4pHs+lhRzgRtaaY57caS4tDn tONP7nK/80SlYpF41NOYeiEeCRYwgrWRBvZJP8R67AfpJBu4lwsfu+rUnBnQK nELUoUCzYH93R9GJAmp0IRjpXquE2svxVIzwmlW6SeKxphM8Ij2DBU4pMpLZw dk6NwoQxRE0jyh0Uxd7EhxqNQ09E1lvqFa9nLxP6+X6ODGS5mIE00FmQ8KEo50 hPI00JBJSjSfGoKJZGZXRMZYYqJNZhUTgrt88ipp12uuU3MfrqqN2yKOMpzCG VyAC9fQgHtoQgsIZPACb/BuPVuv1of1OS8tWUXPMfyB9fULDZCWsA==</latex it><latexit sha1_base64="D5i72CbS3 lKSNy8525mkel5pQpE=">AAACAHicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfURcu3AwWwY0lKYIui 25cVrAPaEOZTCft0MkkzEyEErLxV9y4UMStn+HOv3HSZlFbDwycOede7r3Hjz lT2nF+rNLa+sbmVnm7srO7t39gHx61VZRIQlsk4pHs+lhRzgRtaaY57caS4tDn tONP7nK/80SlYpF41NOYeiEeCRYwgrWRBvZJP8R67AfpJBu4lwsfu+rUnBnQK nELUoUCzYH93R9GJAmp0IRjpXquE2svxVIzwmlW6SeKxphM8Ij2DBU4pMpLZw dk6NwoQxRE0jyh0Uxd7EhxqNQ09E1lvqFa9nLxP6+X6ODGS5mIE00FmQ8KEo50 hPI00JBJSjSfGoKJZGZXRMZYYqJNZhUTgrt88ipp12uuU3MfrqqN2yKOMpzCG VyAC9fQgHtoQgsIZPACb/BuPVuv1of1OS8tWUXPMfyB9fULDZCWsA==</latex it><latexit sha1_base64="D5i72CbS3 lKSNy8525mkel5pQpE=">AAACAHicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfURcu3AwWwY0lKYIui 25cVrAPaEOZTCft0MkkzEyEErLxV9y4UMStn+HOv3HSZlFbDwycOede7r3Hjz lT2nF+rNLa+sbmVnm7srO7t39gHx61VZRIQlsk4pHs+lhRzgRtaaY57caS4tDn tONP7nK/80SlYpF41NOYeiEeCRYwgrWRBvZJP8R67AfpJBu4lwsfu+rUnBnQK nELUoUCzYH93R9GJAmp0IRjpXquE2svxVIzwmlW6SeKxphM8Ij2DBU4pMpLZw dk6NwoQxRE0jyh0Uxd7EhxqNQ09E1lvqFa9nLxP6+X6ODGS5mIE00FmQ8KEo50 hPI00JBJSjSfGoKJZGZXRMZYYqJNZhUTgrt88ipp12uuU3MfrqqN2yKOMpzCG VyAC9fQgHtoQgsIZPACb/BuPVuv1of1OS8tWUXPMfyB9fULDZCWsA==</latex it>
k1
<latexit sha1_base64="Qm7mkoGO9 8EJ0f/pWEpXnu4W3zA=">AAAB83icbVBNS8NAFHypX7V+VT16WSyCp5KIoMeiF 48VbC00oWy2m3bpZhN2X4QS+je8eFDEq3/Gm//GTZuDtg4sDDPv8WYnTKUw6Lr fTmVtfWNzq7pd29nd2z+oHx51TZJpxjsskYnuhdRwKRTvoEDJe6nmNA4lfwwn t4X/+MS1EYl6wGnKg5iOlIgEo2gl348pjsMon8wG3qDecJvuHGSVeCVpQIn2oP 7lDxOWxVwhk9SYvuemGORUo2CSz2p+ZnhK2YSOeN9SRWNugnyeeUbOrDIkUaL tU0jm6u+NnMbGTOPQThYZzbJXiP95/Qyj6yAXKs2QK7Y4FGWSYEKKAshQaM5QT i2hTAublbAx1ZShralmS/CWv7xKuhdNz21695eN1k1ZRxVO4BTOwYMraMEdtKE DDFJ4hld4czLnxXl3PhajFafcOYY/cD5/ABaFkbM=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Qm7mkoGO9 8EJ0f/pWEpXnu4W3zA=">AAAB83icbVBNS8NAFHypX7V+VT16WSyCp5KIoMeiF 48VbC00oWy2m3bpZhN2X4QS+je8eFDEq3/Gm//GTZuDtg4sDDPv8WYnTKUw6Lr fTmVtfWNzq7pd29nd2z+oHx51TZJpxjsskYnuhdRwKRTvoEDJe6nmNA4lfwwn t4X/+MS1EYl6wGnKg5iOlIgEo2gl348pjsMon8wG3qDecJvuHGSVeCVpQIn2oP 7lDxOWxVwhk9SYvuemGORUo2CSz2p+ZnhK2YSOeN9SRWNugnyeeUbOrDIkUaL tU0jm6u+NnMbGTOPQThYZzbJXiP95/Qyj6yAXKs2QK7Y4FGWSYEKKAshQaM5QT i2hTAublbAx1ZShralmS/CWv7xKuhdNz21695eN1k1ZRxVO4BTOwYMraMEdtKE DDFJ4hld4czLnxXl3PhajFafcOYY/cD5/ABaFkbM=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Qm7mkoGO9 8EJ0f/pWEpXnu4W3zA=">AAAB83icbVBNS8NAFHypX7V+VT16WSyCp5KIoMeiF 48VbC00oWy2m3bpZhN2X4QS+je8eFDEq3/Gm//GTZuDtg4sDDPv8WYnTKUw6Lr fTmVtfWNzq7pd29nd2z+oHx51TZJpxjsskYnuhdRwKRTvoEDJe6nmNA4lfwwn t4X/+MS1EYl6wGnKg5iOlIgEo2gl348pjsMon8wG3qDecJvuHGSVeCVpQIn2oP 7lDxOWxVwhk9SYvuemGORUo2CSz2p+ZnhK2YSOeN9SRWNugnyeeUbOrDIkUaL tU0jm6u+NnMbGTOPQThYZzbJXiP95/Qyj6yAXKs2QK7Y4FGWSYEKKAshQaM5QT i2hTAublbAx1ZShralmS/CWv7xKuhdNz21695eN1k1ZRxVO4BTOwYMraMEdtKE DDFJ4hld4czLnxXl3PhajFafcOYY/cD5/ABaFkbM=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Qm7mkoGO9 8EJ0f/pWEpXnu4W3zA=">AAAB83icbVBNS8NAFHypX7V+VT16WSyCp5KIoMeiF 48VbC00oWy2m3bpZhN2X4QS+je8eFDEq3/Gm//GTZuDtg4sDDPv8WYnTKUw6Lr fTmVtfWNzq7pd29nd2z+oHx51TZJpxjsskYnuhdRwKRTvoEDJe6nmNA4lfwwn t4X/+MS1EYl6wGnKg5iOlIgEo2gl348pjsMon8wG3qDecJvuHGSVeCVpQIn2oP 7lDxOWxVwhk9SYvuemGORUo2CSz2p+ZnhK2YSOeN9SRWNugnyeeUbOrDIkUaL tU0jm6u+NnMbGTOPQThYZzbJXiP95/Qyj6yAXKs2QK7Y4FGWSYEKKAshQaM5QT i2hTAublbAx1ZShralmS/CWv7xKuhdNz21695eN1k1ZRxVO4BTOwYMraMEdtKE DDFJ4hld4czLnxXl3PhajFafcOYY/cD5/ABaFkbM=</latexit>
k  k1
<latexit sha1_base64="RKQCqKelLidgF1nKTjBKFSSATRo=">AAACAHicbZD NSsNAFIVv6l+tf1EXLtwMFsGNJRFBl0U3LivYWmhDmEwn7dDJJMxMhBKy8VXcuFDErY/hzrdx0gbU1gMDH+fey9x7goQzpR3ny6osLa+srlXXaxubW9s79u5eR8WpJ LRNYh7LboAV5UzQtmaa024iKY4CTu+D8XVRv3+gUrFY3OlJQr0IDwULGcHaWL590I+wHgVhNs5Pf9B3fbvuNJyp0CK4JdShVMu3P/uDmKQRFZpwrFTPdRLtZVhqRj jNa/1U0QSTMR7SnkGBI6q8bHpAjo6NM0BhLM0TGk3d3xMZjpSaRIHpLHZU87XC/K/WS3V46WVMJKmmgsw+ClOOdIyKNNCASUo0nxjARDKzKyIjLDHRJrOaCcGdP3k ROmcN12m4t+f15lUZRxUO4QhOwIULaMINtKANBHJ4ghd4tR6tZ+vNep+1VqxyZh/+yPr4BhAclrA=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="RKQCqKelLidgF1nKTjBKFSSATRo=">AAACAHicbZD NSsNAFIVv6l+tf1EXLtwMFsGNJRFBl0U3LivYWmhDmEwn7dDJJMxMhBKy8VXcuFDErY/hzrdx0gbU1gMDH+fey9x7goQzpR3ny6osLa+srlXXaxubW9s79u5eR8WpJ LRNYh7LboAV5UzQtmaa024iKY4CTu+D8XVRv3+gUrFY3OlJQr0IDwULGcHaWL590I+wHgVhNs5Pf9B3fbvuNJyp0CK4JdShVMu3P/uDmKQRFZpwrFTPdRLtZVhqRj jNa/1U0QSTMR7SnkGBI6q8bHpAjo6NM0BhLM0TGk3d3xMZjpSaRIHpLHZU87XC/K/WS3V46WVMJKmmgsw+ClOOdIyKNNCASUo0nxjARDKzKyIjLDHRJrOaCcGdP3k ROmcN12m4t+f15lUZRxUO4QhOwIULaMINtKANBHJ4ghd4tR6tZ+vNep+1VqxyZh/+yPr4BhAclrA=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="RKQCqKelLidgF1nKTjBKFSSATRo=">AAACAHicbZD NSsNAFIVv6l+tf1EXLtwMFsGNJRFBl0U3LivYWmhDmEwn7dDJJMxMhBKy8VXcuFDErY/hzrdx0gbU1gMDH+fey9x7goQzpR3ny6osLa+srlXXaxubW9s79u5eR8WpJ LRNYh7LboAV5UzQtmaa024iKY4CTu+D8XVRv3+gUrFY3OlJQr0IDwULGcHaWL590I+wHgVhNs5Pf9B3fbvuNJyp0CK4JdShVMu3P/uDmKQRFZpwrFTPdRLtZVhqRj jNa/1U0QSTMR7SnkGBI6q8bHpAjo6NM0BhLM0TGk3d3xMZjpSaRIHpLHZU87XC/K/WS3V46WVMJKmmgsw+ClOOdIyKNNCASUo0nxjARDKzKyIjLDHRJrOaCcGdP3k ROmcN12m4t+f15lUZRxUO4QhOwIULaMINtKANBHJ4ghd4tR6tZ+vNep+1VqxyZh/+yPr4BhAclrA=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="RKQCqKelLidgF1nKTjBKFSSATRo=">AAACAHicbZD NSsNAFIVv6l+tf1EXLtwMFsGNJRFBl0U3LivYWmhDmEwn7dDJJMxMhBKy8VXcuFDErY/hzrdx0gbU1gMDH+fey9x7goQzpR3ny6osLa+srlXXaxubW9s79u5eR8WpJ LRNYh7LboAV5UzQtmaa024iKY4CTu+D8XVRv3+gUrFY3OlJQr0IDwULGcHaWL590I+wHgVhNs5Pf9B3fbvuNJyp0CK4JdShVMu3P/uDmKQRFZpwrFTPdRLtZVhqRj jNa/1U0QSTMR7SnkGBI6q8bHpAjo6NM0BhLM0TGk3d3xMZjpSaRIHpLHZU87XC/K/WS3V46WVMJKmmgsw+ClOOdIyKNNCASUo0nxjARDKzKyIjLDHRJrOaCcGdP3k ROmcN12m4t+f15lUZRxUO4QhOwIULaMINtKANBHJ4ghd4tR6tZ+vNep+1VqxyZh/+yPr4BhAclrA=</latexit>
k2
<latexit sha1_base64="Vvt+9SKEkQ zkobjkkD8zPhCTj1U=">AAAB83icbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZduBovgqiRF0GXRjcsK 9gFNKZPppB06mYSZG6GE/oYbF4q49Wfc+TdO2iy09cDA4Zx7uWdOkEhh0HW/ndL G5tb2Tnm3srd/cHhUPT7pmDjVjLdZLGPdC6jhUijeRoGS9xLNaRRI3g2md7nffeL aiFg94izhg4iOlQgFo2gl348oToIwm86HjWG15tbdBcg68QpSgwKtYfXLH8Usjb hCJqkxfc9NcJBRjYJJPq/4qeEJZVM65n1LFY24GWSLzHNyYZURCWNtn0KyUH9vZD QyZhYFdjLPaFa9XPzP66cY3gwyoZIUuWLLQ2EqCcYkL4CMhOYM5cwSyrSwWQmbU E0Z2poqtgRv9cvrpNOoe27de7iqNW+LOspwBudwCR5cQxPuoQVtYJDAM7zCm5M6L 86787EcLTnFzin8gfP5AxgJkbQ=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Vvt+9SKEkQ zkobjkkD8zPhCTj1U=">AAAB83icbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZduBovgqiRF0GXRjcsK 9gFNKZPppB06mYSZG6GE/oYbF4q49Wfc+TdO2iy09cDA4Zx7uWdOkEhh0HW/ndL G5tb2Tnm3srd/cHhUPT7pmDjVjLdZLGPdC6jhUijeRoGS9xLNaRRI3g2md7nffeL aiFg94izhg4iOlQgFo2gl348oToIwm86HjWG15tbdBcg68QpSgwKtYfXLH8Usjb hCJqkxfc9NcJBRjYJJPq/4qeEJZVM65n1LFY24GWSLzHNyYZURCWNtn0KyUH9vZD QyZhYFdjLPaFa9XPzP66cY3gwyoZIUuWLLQ2EqCcYkL4CMhOYM5cwSyrSwWQmbU E0Z2poqtgRv9cvrpNOoe27de7iqNW+LOspwBudwCR5cQxPuoQVtYJDAM7zCm5M6L 86787EcLTnFzin8gfP5AxgJkbQ=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Vvt+9SKEkQ zkobjkkD8zPhCTj1U=">AAAB83icbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZduBovgqiRF0GXRjcsK 9gFNKZPppB06mYSZG6GE/oYbF4q49Wfc+TdO2iy09cDA4Zx7uWdOkEhh0HW/ndL G5tb2Tnm3srd/cHhUPT7pmDjVjLdZLGPdC6jhUijeRoGS9xLNaRRI3g2md7nffeL aiFg94izhg4iOlQgFo2gl348oToIwm86HjWG15tbdBcg68QpSgwKtYfXLH8Usjb hCJqkxfc9NcJBRjYJJPq/4qeEJZVM65n1LFY24GWSLzHNyYZURCWNtn0KyUH9vZD QyZhYFdjLPaFa9XPzP66cY3gwyoZIUuWLLQ2EqCcYkL4CMhOYM5cwSyrSwWQmbU E0Z2poqtgRv9cvrpNOoe27de7iqNW+LOspwBudwCR5cQxPuoQVtYJDAM7zCm5M6L 86787EcLTnFzin8gfP5AxgJkbQ=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Vvt+9SKEkQ zkobjkkD8zPhCTj1U=">AAAB83icbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZduBovgqiRF0GXRjcsK 9gFNKZPppB06mYSZG6GE/oYbF4q49Wfc+TdO2iy09cDA4Zx7uWdOkEhh0HW/ndL G5tb2Tnm3srd/cHhUPT7pmDjVjLdZLGPdC6jhUijeRoGS9xLNaRRI3g2md7nffeL aiFg94izhg4iOlQgFo2gl348oToIwm86HjWG15tbdBcg68QpSgwKtYfXLH8Usjb hCJqkxfc9NcJBRjYJJPq/4qeEJZVM65n1LFY24GWSLzHNyYZURCWNtn0KyUH9vZD QyZhYFdjLPaFa9XPzP66cY3gwyoZIUuWLLQ2EqCcYkL4CMhOYM5cwSyrSwWQmbU E0Z2poqtgRv9cvrpNOoe27de7iqNW+LOspwBudwCR5cQxPuoQVtYJDAM7zCm5M6L 86787EcLTnFzin8gfP5AxgJkbQ=</latexit>
k2   k1
<latexit sha1_base64="T4V1PMhNnKzryiGfxl1vS+UxUUw=">AAACAnicbV DLSsNAFL2pr1pfUVfiZrAIbixJEXRZdOOygn1AG8JkOmmHTiZhZiKUUNz4K25cKOLWr3Dn3zhps9DWAwNnzrmXe+8JEs6Udpxvq7Syura+Ud6sbG3v7O7Z+wdtF aeS0BaJeSy7AVaUM0FbmmlOu4mkOAo47QTjm9zvPFCpWCzu9SShXoSHgoWMYG0k3z7qR1iPgjAbT/36+a+P69tVp+bMgJaJW5AqFGj69ld/EJM0okITjpXquU6 ivQxLzQin00o/VTTBZIyHtGeowBFVXjY7YYpOjTJAYSzNExrN1N8dGY6UmkSBqcx3VIteLv7n9VIdXnkZE0mqqSDzQWHKkY5RngcaMEmJ5hNDMJHM7IrICEtMtE mtYkJwF09eJu16zXVq7t1FtXFdxFGGYziBM3DhEhpwC01oAYFHeIZXeLOerBfr3fqYl5asoucQ/sD6/AFGbZdV</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="T4V1PMhNnKzryiGfxl1vS+UxUUw=">AAACAnicbV DLSsNAFL2pr1pfUVfiZrAIbixJEXRZdOOygn1AG8JkOmmHTiZhZiKUUNz4K25cKOLWr3Dn3zhps9DWAwNnzrmXe+8JEs6Udpxvq7Syura+Ud6sbG3v7O7Z+wdtF aeS0BaJeSy7AVaUM0FbmmlOu4mkOAo47QTjm9zvPFCpWCzu9SShXoSHgoWMYG0k3z7qR1iPgjAbT/36+a+P69tVp+bMgJaJW5AqFGj69ld/EJM0okITjpXquU6 ivQxLzQin00o/VTTBZIyHtGeowBFVXjY7YYpOjTJAYSzNExrN1N8dGY6UmkSBqcx3VIteLv7n9VIdXnkZE0mqqSDzQWHKkY5RngcaMEmJ5hNDMJHM7IrICEtMtE mtYkJwF09eJu16zXVq7t1FtXFdxFGGYziBM3DhEhpwC01oAYFHeIZXeLOerBfr3fqYl5asoucQ/sD6/AFGbZdV</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="T4V1PMhNnKzryiGfxl1vS+UxUUw=">AAACAnicbV DLSsNAFL2pr1pfUVfiZrAIbixJEXRZdOOygn1AG8JkOmmHTiZhZiKUUNz4K25cKOLWr3Dn3zhps9DWAwNnzrmXe+8JEs6Udpxvq7Syura+Ud6sbG3v7O7Z+wdtF aeS0BaJeSy7AVaUM0FbmmlOu4mkOAo47QTjm9zvPFCpWCzu9SShXoSHgoWMYG0k3z7qR1iPgjAbT/36+a+P69tVp+bMgJaJW5AqFGj69ld/EJM0okITjpXquU6 ivQxLzQin00o/VTTBZIyHtGeowBFVXjY7YYpOjTJAYSzNExrN1N8dGY6UmkSBqcx3VIteLv7n9VIdXnkZE0mqqSDzQWHKkY5RngcaMEmJ5hNDMJHM7IrICEtMtE mtYkJwF09eJu16zXVq7t1FtXFdxFGGYziBM3DhEhpwC01oAYFHeIZXeLOerBfr3fqYl5asoucQ/sD6/AFGbZdV</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="T4V1PMhNnKzryiGfxl1vS+UxUUw=">AAACAnicbV DLSsNAFL2pr1pfUVfiZrAIbixJEXRZdOOygn1AG8JkOmmHTiZhZiKUUNz4K25cKOLWr3Dn3zhps9DWAwNnzrmXe+8JEs6Udpxvq7Syura+Ud6sbG3v7O7Z+wdtF aeS0BaJeSy7AVaUM0FbmmlOu4mkOAo47QTjm9zvPFCpWCzu9SShXoSHgoWMYG0k3z7qR1iPgjAbT/36+a+P69tVp+bMgJaJW5AqFGj69ld/EJM0okITjpXquU6 ivQxLzQin00o/VTTBZIyHtGeowBFVXjY7YYpOjTJAYSzNExrN1N8dGY6UmkSBqcx3VIteLv7n9VIdXnkZE0mqqSDzQWHKkY5RngcaMEmJ5hNDMJHM7IrICEtMtE mtYkJwF09eJu16zXVq7t1FtXFdxFGGYziBM3DhEhpwC01oAYFHeIZXeLOerBfr3fqYl5asoucQ/sD6/AFGbZdV</latexit>
k1
<latexit sha1_base64="Qm7mkoGO98EJ0f/pWEpXnu4W3zA=">AAAB83icbV BNS8NAFHypX7V+VT16WSyCp5KIoMeiF48VbC00oWy2m3bpZhN2X4QS+je8eFDEq3/Gm//GTZuDtg4sDDPv8WYnTKUw6LrfTmVtfWNzq7pd29nd2z+oHx51TZJpx jsskYnuhdRwKRTvoEDJe6nmNA4lfwwnt4X/+MS1EYl6wGnKg5iOlIgEo2gl348pjsMon8wG3qDecJvuHGSVeCVpQIn2oP7lDxOWxVwhk9SYvuemGORUo2CSz2p+Z nhK2YSOeN9SRWNugnyeeUbOrDIkUaLtU0jm6u+NnMbGTOPQThYZzbJXiP95/Qyj6yAXKs2QK7Y4FGWSYEKKAshQaM5QTi2hTAublbAx1ZShralmS/CWv7xKuhdN z21695eN1k1ZRxVO4BTOwYMraMEdtKEDDFJ4hld4czLnxXl3PhajFafcOYY/cD5/ABaFkbM=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Qm7mkoGO98EJ0f/pWEpXnu4W3zA=">AAAB83icbV BNS8NAFHypX7V+VT16WSyCp5KIoMeiF48VbC00oWy2m3bpZhN2X4QS+je8eFDEq3/Gm//GTZuDtg4sDDPv8WYnTKUw6LrfTmVtfWNzq7pd29nd2z+oHx51TZJpx jsskYnuhdRwKRTvoEDJe6nmNA4lfwwnt4X/+MS1EYl6wGnKg5iOlIgEo2gl348pjsMon8wG3qDecJvuHGSVeCVpQIn2oP7lDxOWxVwhk9SYvuemGORUo2CSz2p+Z nhK2YSOeN9SRWNugnyeeUbOrDIkUaLtU0jm6u+NnMbGTOPQThYZzbJXiP95/Qyj6yAXKs2QK7Y4FGWSYEKKAshQaM5QTi2hTAublbAx1ZShralmS/CWv7xKuhdN z21695eN1k1ZRxVO4BTOwYMraMEdtKEDDFJ4hld4czLnxXl3PhajFafcOYY/cD5/ABaFkbM=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Qm7mkoGO98EJ0f/pWEpXnu4W3zA=">AAAB83icbV BNS8NAFHypX7V+VT16WSyCp5KIoMeiF48VbC00oWy2m3bpZhN2X4QS+je8eFDEq3/Gm//GTZuDtg4sDDPv8WYnTKUw6LrfTmVtfWNzq7pd29nd2z+oHx51TZJpx jsskYnuhdRwKRTvoEDJe6nmNA4lfwwnt4X/+MS1EYl6wGnKg5iOlIgEo2gl348pjsMon8wG3qDecJvuHGSVeCVpQIn2oP7lDxOWxVwhk9SYvuemGORUo2CSz2p+Z nhK2YSOeN9SRWNugnyeeUbOrDIkUaLtU0jm6u+NnMbGTOPQThYZzbJXiP95/Qyj6yAXKs2QK7Y4FGWSYEKKAshQaM5QTi2hTAublbAx1ZShralmS/CWv7xKuhdN z21695eN1k1ZRxVO4BTOwYMraMEdtKEDDFJ4hld4czLnxXl3PhajFafcOYY/cD5/ABaFkbM=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Qm7mkoGO98EJ0f/pWEpXnu4W3zA=">AAAB83icbV BNS8NAFHypX7V+VT16WSyCp5KIoMeiF48VbC00oWy2m3bpZhN2X4QS+je8eFDEq3/Gm//GTZuDtg4sDDPv8WYnTKUw6LrfTmVtfWNzq7pd29nd2z+oHx51TZJpx jsskYnuhdRwKRTvoEDJe6nmNA4lfwwnt4X/+MS1EYl6wGnKg5iOlIgEo2gl348pjsMon8wG3qDecJvuHGSVeCVpQIn2oP7lDxOWxVwhk9SYvuemGORUo2CSz2p+Z nhK2YSOeN9SRWNugnyeeUbOrDIkUaLtU0jm6u+NnMbGTOPQThYZzbJXiP95/Qyj6yAXKs2QK7Y4FGWSYEKKAshQaM5QTi2hTAublbAx1ZShralmS/CWv7xKuhdN z21695eN1k1ZRxVO4BTOwYMraMEdtKEDDFJ4hld4czLnxXl3PhajFafcOYY/cD5/ABaFkbM=</latexit>
Non-crossed
<latexit sha1_base64="Q2 460Lz7IhH5igfZdBNcqB5RKwU=">AAAB/HicbVBNS8NAEN 3Ur1q/qj16CRbBiyURQY9FL56kgv2ANpTNZtou3eyG3YkY Qv0rXjwo4tUf4s1/Y9rmoK0PBh7vzTAzz48EN+g431ZhZX VtfaO4Wdra3tndK+8ftIyKNYMmU0Lpjk8NCC6hiRwFdCIN NPQFtP3x9dRvP4A2XMl7TCLwQjqUfMAZxUzqlys9hEdMb5U 8ZVoZA8Gk1C9XnZozg71M3JxUSY5Gv/zVCxSLQ5DIBDWm6 zoReinVyJmASakXG4goG9MhdDMqaQjGS2fHT+zjTAnsgdJ ZSbRn6u+JlIbGJKGfdYYUR2bRm4r/ed0YB5deymUUI0g2X zSIhY3KniZhB1wDQ5FkhDLNs1ttNqKaMszymobgLr68TFp nNdepuXfn1fpVHkeRHJIjckJcckHq5IY0SJMwkpBn8krerC frxXq3PuatBSufqZA/sD5/AMsGlNc=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Q2 460Lz7IhH5igfZdBNcqB5RKwU=">AAAB/HicbVBNS8NAEN 3Ur1q/qj16CRbBiyURQY9FL56kgv2ANpTNZtou3eyG3YkY Qv0rXjwo4tUf4s1/Y9rmoK0PBh7vzTAzz48EN+g431ZhZX VtfaO4Wdra3tndK+8ftIyKNYMmU0Lpjk8NCC6hiRwFdCIN NPQFtP3x9dRvP4A2XMl7TCLwQjqUfMAZxUzqlys9hEdMb5U 8ZVoZA8Gk1C9XnZozg71M3JxUSY5Gv/zVCxSLQ5DIBDWm6 zoReinVyJmASakXG4goG9MhdDMqaQjGS2fHT+zjTAnsgdJ ZSbRn6u+JlIbGJKGfdYYUR2bRm4r/ed0YB5deymUUI0g2X zSIhY3KniZhB1wDQ5FkhDLNs1ttNqKaMszymobgLr68TFp nNdepuXfn1fpVHkeRHJIjckJcckHq5IY0SJMwkpBn8krerC frxXq3PuatBSufqZA/sD5/AMsGlNc=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Q2 460Lz7IhH5igfZdBNcqB5RKwU=">AAAB/HicbVBNS8NAEN 3Ur1q/qj16CRbBiyURQY9FL56kgv2ANpTNZtou3eyG3YkY Qv0rXjwo4tUf4s1/Y9rmoK0PBh7vzTAzz48EN+g431ZhZX VtfaO4Wdra3tndK+8ftIyKNYMmU0Lpjk8NCC6hiRwFdCIN NPQFtP3x9dRvP4A2XMl7TCLwQjqUfMAZxUzqlys9hEdMb5U 8ZVoZA8Gk1C9XnZozg71M3JxUSY5Gv/zVCxSLQ5DIBDWm6 zoReinVyJmASakXG4goG9MhdDMqaQjGS2fHT+zjTAnsgdJ ZSbRn6u+JlIbGJKGfdYYUR2bRm4r/ed0YB5deymUUI0g2X zSIhY3KniZhB1wDQ5FkhDLNs1ttNqKaMszymobgLr68TFp nNdepuXfn1fpVHkeRHJIjckJcckHq5IY0SJMwkpBn8krerC frxXq3PuatBSufqZA/sD5/AMsGlNc=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Q2 460Lz7IhH5igfZdBNcqB5RKwU=">AAAB/HicbVBNS8NAEN 3Ur1q/qj16CRbBiyURQY9FL56kgv2ANpTNZtou3eyG3YkY Qv0rXjwo4tUf4s1/Y9rmoK0PBh7vzTAzz48EN+g431ZhZX VtfaO4Wdra3tndK+8ftIyKNYMmU0Lpjk8NCC6hiRwFdCIN NPQFtP3x9dRvP4A2XMl7TCLwQjqUfMAZxUzqlys9hEdMb5U 8ZVoZA8Gk1C9XnZozg71M3JxUSY5Gv/zVCxSLQ5DIBDWm6 zoReinVyJmASakXG4goG9MhdDMqaQjGS2fHT+zjTAnsgdJ ZSbRn6u+JlIbGJKGfdYYUR2bRm4r/ed0YB5deymUUI0g2X zSIhY3KniZhB1wDQ5FkhDLNs1ttNqKaMszymobgLr68TFp nNdepuXfn1fpVHkeRHJIjckJcckHq5IY0SJMwkpBn8krerC frxXq3PuatBSufqZA/sD5/AMsGlNc=</latexit>
⇥
<latexit sha1_base6 4="EKJy6rjXhiAKrBUXGSg3J2VqHFQ=">AAA B7XicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKoMe gF48RzAOSJcxOZpMxszPLTK8QQv7BiwdFvPo/ 3vwbJ8keNLGgoajqprsrSqWw6PvfXmFtfWNz q7hd2tnd2z8oHx41rc4M4w2mpTbtiFouheINF Ch5OzWcJpHkrWh0O/NbT9xYodUDjlMeJnSgR CwYRSc1uygSbnvlil/15yCrJMhJBXLUe+Wvb l+zLOEKmaTWdgI/xXBCDQom+bTUzSxPKRvRAe 84qqhbEk7m107JmVP6JNbGlUIyV39PTGhi7T iJXGdCcWiXvZn4n9fJML4OJ0KlGXLFFoviTBL UZPY66QvDGcqxI5QZ4W4lbEgNZegCKrkQguW XV0nzohr41eD+slK7yeMowgmcwjkEcAU1uIM 6NIDBIzzDK7x52nvx3r2PRWvBy2eO4Q+8zx+2 K480</latexit><latexit sha1_base6 4="EKJy6rjXhiAKrBUXGSg3J2VqHFQ=">AAA B7XicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKoMe gF48RzAOSJcxOZpMxszPLTK8QQv7BiwdFvPo/ 3vwbJ8keNLGgoajqprsrSqWw6PvfXmFtfWNz q7hd2tnd2z8oHx41rc4M4w2mpTbtiFouheINF Ch5OzWcJpHkrWh0O/NbT9xYodUDjlMeJnSgR CwYRSc1uygSbnvlil/15yCrJMhJBXLUe+Wvb l+zLOEKmaTWdgI/xXBCDQom+bTUzSxPKRvRAe 84qqhbEk7m107JmVP6JNbGlUIyV39PTGhi7T iJXGdCcWiXvZn4n9fJML4OJ0KlGXLFFoviTBL UZPY66QvDGcqxI5QZ4W4lbEgNZegCKrkQguW XV0nzohr41eD+slK7yeMowgmcwjkEcAU1uIM 6NIDBIzzDK7x52nvx3r2PRWvBy2eO4Q+8zx+2 K480</latexit><latexit sha1_base6 4="EKJy6rjXhiAKrBUXGSg3J2VqHFQ=">AAA B7XicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKoMe gF48RzAOSJcxOZpMxszPLTK8QQv7BiwdFvPo/ 3vwbJ8keNLGgoajqprsrSqWw6PvfXmFtfWNz q7hd2tnd2z8oHx41rc4M4w2mpTbtiFouheINF Ch5OzWcJpHkrWh0O/NbT9xYodUDjlMeJnSgR CwYRSc1uygSbnvlil/15yCrJMhJBXLUe+Wvb l+zLOEKmaTWdgI/xXBCDQom+bTUzSxPKRvRAe 84qqhbEk7m107JmVP6JNbGlUIyV39PTGhi7T iJXGdCcWiXvZn4n9fJML4OJ0KlGXLFFoviTBL UZPY66QvDGcqxI5QZ4W4lbEgNZegCKrkQguW XV0nzohr41eD+slK7yeMowgmcwjkEcAU1uIM 6NIDBIzzDK7x52nvx3r2PRWvBy2eO4Q+8zx+2 K480</latexit><latexit sha1_base6 4="EKJy6rjXhiAKrBUXGSg3J2VqHFQ=">AAA B7XicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKoMe gF48RzAOSJcxOZpMxszPLTK8QQv7BiwdFvPo/ 3vwbJ8keNLGgoajqprsrSqWw6PvfXmFtfWNz q7hd2tnd2z8oHx41rc4M4w2mpTbtiFouheINF Ch5OzWcJpHkrWh0O/NbT9xYodUDjlMeJnSgR CwYRSc1uygSbnvlil/15yCrJMhJBXLUe+Wvb l+zLOEKmaTWdgI/xXBCDQom+bTUzSxPKRvRAe 84qqhbEk7m107JmVP6JNbGlUIyV39PTGhi7T iJXGdCcWiXvZn4n9fJML4OJ0KlGXLFFoviTBL UZPY66QvDGcqxI5QZ4W4lbEgNZegCKrkQguW XV0nzohr41eD+slK7yeMowgmcwjkEcAU1uIM 6NIDBIzzDK7x52nvx3r2PRWvBy2eO4Q+8zx+2 K480</latexit>
⇥
<latexit sha1_base64="EKJy6 rjXhiAKrBUXGSg3J2V qHFQ=">AAAB7XicbVD LSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9e BoPgKeyKoMegF48RzA OSJcxOZpMxszPLTK8Q Qv7BiwdFvPo/3vwbJ8 keNLGgoajqprsrSqW w6PvfXmFtfWNzq7hd2 tnd2z8oHx41rc4M4w2 mpTbtiFouheINFCh5O zWcJpHkrWh0O/NbT9 xYodUDjlMeJnSgRCwY RSc1uygSbnvlil/15y CrJMhJBXLUe+Wvbl+ zLOEKmaTWdgI/xXBCD Qom+bTUzSxPKRvRAe8 4qqhbEk7m107JmVP6J NbGlUIyV39PTGhi7T iJXGdCcWiXvZn4n9fJ ML4OJ0KlGXLFFoviTB LUZPY66QvDGcqxI5QZ 4W4lbEgNZegCKrkQg uWXV0nzohr41eD+slK 7yeMowgmcwjkEcAU1u IM6NIDBIzzDK7x52nv x3r2PRWvBy2eO4Q+8 zx+2K480</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="EKJy6 rjXhiAKrBUXGSg3J2V qHFQ=">AAAB7XicbVD LSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9e BoPgKeyKoMegF48RzA OSJcxOZpMxszPLTK8Q Qv7BiwdFvPo/3vwbJ8 keNLGgoajqprsrSqW w6PvfXmFtfWNzq7hd2 tnd2z8oHx41rc4M4w2 mpTbtiFouheINFCh5O zWcJpHkrWh0O/NbT9 xYodUDjlMeJnSgRCwY RSc1uygSbnvlil/15y CrJMhJBXLUe+Wvbl+ zLOEKmaTWdgI/xXBCD Qom+bTUzSxPKRvRAe8 4qqhbEk7m107JmVP6J NbGlUIyV39PTGhi7T iJXGdCcWiXvZn4n9fJ ML4OJ0KlGXLFFoviTB LUZPY66QvDGcqxI5QZ 4W4lbEgNZegCKrkQg uWXV0nzohr41eD+slK 7yeMowgmcwjkEcAU1u IM6NIDBIzzDK7x52nv x3r2PRWvBy2eO4Q+8 zx+2K480</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="EKJy6 rjXhiAKrBUXGSg3J2V qHFQ=">AAAB7XicbVD LSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9e BoPgKeyKoMegF48RzA OSJcxOZpMxszPLTK8Q Qv7BiwdFvPo/3vwbJ8 keNLGgoajqprsrSqW w6PvfXmFtfWNzq7hd2 tnd2z8oHx41rc4M4w2 mpTbtiFouheINFCh5O zWcJpHkrWh0O/NbT9 xYodUDjlMeJnSgRCwY RSc1uygSbnvlil/15y CrJMhJBXLUe+Wvbl+ zLOEKmaTWdgI/xXBCD Qom+bTUzSxPKRvRAe8 4qqhbEk7m107JmVP6J NbGlUIyV39PTGhi7T iJXGdCcWiXvZn4n9fJ ML4OJ0KlGXLFFoviTB LUZPY66QvDGcqxI5QZ 4W4lbEgNZegCKrkQg uWXV0nzohr41eD+slK 7yeMowgmcwjkEcAU1u IM6NIDBIzzDK7x52nv x3r2PRWvBy2eO4Q+8 zx+2K480</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="EKJy6 rjXhiAKrBUXGSg3J2V qHFQ=">AAAB7XicbVD LSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9e BoPgKeyKoMegF48RzA OSJcxOZpMxszPLTK8Q Qv7BiwdFvPo/3vwbJ8 keNLGgoajqprsrSqW w6PvfXmFtfWNzq7hd2 tnd2z8oHx41rc4M4w2 mpTbtiFouheINFCh5O zWcJpHkrWh0O/NbT9 xYodUDjlMeJnSgRCwY RSc1uygSbnvlil/15y CrJMhJBXLUe+Wvbl+ zLOEKmaTWdgI/xXBCD Qom+bTUzSxPKRvRAe8 4qqhbEk7m107JmVP6J NbGlUIyV39PTGhi7T iJXGdCcWiXvZn4n9fJ ML4OJ0KlGXLFFoviTB LUZPY66QvDGcqxI5QZ 4W4lbEgNZegCKrkQg uWXV0nzohr41eD+slK 7yeMowgmcwjkEcAU1u IM6NIDBIzzDK7x52nv x3r2PRWvBy2eO4Q+8 zx+2K480</latexit>
k1
<latexit sha1_base64="Qm7mkoGO9 8EJ0f/pWEpXnu4W3zA=">AAAB83icbVBNS8NAFHypX7V+VT16WSyCp5KIoMeiF 48VbC00oWy2m3bpZhN2X4QS+je8eFDEq3/Gm//GTZuDtg4sDDPv8WYnTKUw6Lr fTmVtfWNzq7pd29nd2z+oHx51TZJpxjsskYnuhdRwKRTvoEDJe6nmNA4lfwwn t4X/+MS1EYl6wGnKg5iOlIgEo2gl348pjsMon8wG3qDecJvuHGSVeCVpQIn2oP 7lDxOWxVwhk9SYvuemGORUo2CSz2p+ZnhK2YSOeN9SRWNugnyeeUbOrDIkUaL tU0jm6u+NnMbGTOPQThYZzbJXiP95/Qyj6yAXKs2QK7Y4FGWSYEKKAshQaM5QT i2hTAublbAx1ZShralmS/CWv7xKuhdNz21695eN1k1ZRxVO4BTOwYMraMEdtKE DDFJ4hld4czLnxXl3PhajFafcOYY/cD5/ABaFkbM=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Qm7mkoGO9 8EJ0f/pWEpXnu4W3zA=">AAAB83icbVBNS8NAFHypX7V+VT16WSyCp5KIoMeiF 48VbC00oWy2m3bpZhN2X4QS+je8eFDEq3/Gm//GTZuDtg4sDDPv8WYnTKUw6Lr fTmVtfWNzq7pd29nd2z+oHx51TZJpxjsskYnuhdRwKRTvoEDJe6nmNA4lfwwn t4X/+MS1EYl6wGnKg5iOlIgEo2gl348pjsMon8wG3qDecJvuHGSVeCVpQIn2oP 7lDxOWxVwhk9SYvuemGORUo2CSz2p+ZnhK2YSOeN9SRWNugnyeeUbOrDIkUaL tU0jm6u+NnMbGTOPQThYZzbJXiP95/Qyj6yAXKs2QK7Y4FGWSYEKKAshQaM5QT i2hTAublbAx1ZShralmS/CWv7xKuhdNz21695eN1k1ZRxVO4BTOwYMraMEdtKE DDFJ4hld4czLnxXl3PhajFafcOYY/cD5/ABaFkbM=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Qm7mkoGO9 8EJ0f/pWEpXnu4W3zA=">AAAB83icbVBNS8NAFHypX7V+VT16WSyCp5KIoMeiF 48VbC00oWy2m3bpZhN2X4QS+je8eFDEq3/Gm//GTZuDtg4sDDPv8WYnTKUw6Lr fTmVtfWNzq7pd29nd2z+oHx51TZJpxjsskYnuhdRwKRTvoEDJe6nmNA4lfwwn t4X/+MS1EYl6wGnKg5iOlIgEo2gl348pjsMon8wG3qDecJvuHGSVeCVpQIn2oP 7lDxOWxVwhk9SYvuemGORUo2CSz2p+ZnhK2YSOeN9SRWNugnyeeUbOrDIkUaL tU0jm6u+NnMbGTOPQThYZzbJXiP95/Qyj6yAXKs2QK7Y4FGWSYEKKAshQaM5QT i2hTAublbAx1ZShralmS/CWv7xKuhdNz21695eN1k1ZRxVO4BTOwYMraMEdtKE DDFJ4hld4czLnxXl3PhajFafcOYY/cD5/ABaFkbM=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Qm7mkoGO9 8EJ0f/pWEpXnu4W3zA=">AAAB83icbVBNS8NAFHypX7V+VT16WSyCp5KIoMeiF 48VbC00oWy2m3bpZhN2X4QS+je8eFDEq3/Gm//GTZuDtg4sDDPv8WYnTKUw6Lr fTmVtfWNzq7pd29nd2z+oHx51TZJpxjsskYnuhdRwKRTvoEDJe6nmNA4lfwwn t4X/+MS1EYl6wGnKg5iOlIgEo2gl348pjsMon8wG3qDecJvuHGSVeCVpQIn2oP 7lDxOWxVwhk9SYvuemGORUo2CSz2p+ZnhK2YSOeN9SRWNugnyeeUbOrDIkUaL tU0jm6u+NnMbGTOPQThYZzbJXiP95/Qyj6yAXKs2QK7Y4FGWSYEKKAshQaM5QT i2hTAublbAx1ZShralmS/CWv7xKuhdNz21695eN1k1ZRxVO4BTOwYMraMEdtKE DDFJ4hld4czLnxXl3PhajFafcOYY/cD5/ABaFkbM=</latexit>
k1   k
<latexit sha1_ba se64="D5i72CbS3lKSNy8525mkel5p QpE=">AAACAHicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pf URcu3AwWwY0lKYIui25cVrAPaEOZTC ft0MkkzEyEErLxV9y4UMStn+HOv3HSZ lFbDwycOede7r3HjzlT2nF+rNLa+sb mVnm7srO7t39gHx61VZRIQlsk4pHs+ lhRzgRtaaY57caS4tDntONP7nK/80S lYpF41NOYeiEeCRYwgrWRBvZJP8R67 AfpJBu4lwsfu+rUnBnQKnELUoUCzYH9 3R9GJAmp0IRjpXquE2svxVIzwmlW6S eKxphM8Ij2DBU4pMpLZwdk6NwoQxRE 0jyh0Uxd7EhxqNQ09E1lvqFa9nLxP6 +X6ODGS5mIE00FmQ8KEo50hPI00JBJS jSfGoKJZGZXRMZYYqJNZhUTgrt88ip p12uuU3MfrqqN2yKOMpzCGVyAC9fQg HtoQgsIZPACb/BuPVuv1of1OS8tWUX PMfyB9fULDZCWsA==</latexit><latexit sha1_ba se64="D5i72CbS3lKSNy8525mkel5p QpE=">AAACAHicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pf URcu3AwWwY0lKYIui25cVrAPaEOZTC ft0MkkzEyEErLxV9y4UMStn+HOv3HSZ lFbDwycOede7r3HjzlT2nF+rNLa+sb mVnm7srO7t39gHx61VZRIQlsk4pHs+ lhRzgRtaaY57caS4tDntONP7nK/80S lYpF41NOYeiEeCRYwgrWRBvZJP8R67 AfpJBu4lwsfu+rUnBnQKnELUoUCzYH9 3R9GJAmp0IRjpXquE2svxVIzwmlW6S eKxphM8Ij2DBU4pMpLZwdk6NwoQxRE 0jyh0Uxd7EhxqNQ09E1lvqFa9nLxP6 +X6ODGS5mIE00FmQ8KEo50hPI00JBJS jSfGoKJZGZXRMZYYqJNZhUTgrt88ip p12uuU3MfrqqN2yKOMpzCGVyAC9fQg HtoQgsIZPACb/BuPVuv1of1OS8tWUX PMfyB9fULDZCWsA==</latexit><latexit sha1_ba se64="D5i72CbS3lKSNy8525mkel5p QpE=">AAACAHicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pf URcu3AwWwY0lKYIui25cVrAPaEOZTC ft0MkkzEyEErLxV9y4UMStn+HOv3HSZ lFbDwycOede7r3HjzlT2nF+rNLa+sb mVnm7srO7t39gHx61VZRIQlsk4pHs+ lhRzgRtaaY57caS4tDntONP7nK/80S lYpF41NOYeiEeCRYwgrWRBvZJP8R67 AfpJBu4lwsfu+rUnBnQKnELUoUCzYH9 3R9GJAmp0IRjpXquE2svxVIzwmlW6S eKxphM8Ij2DBU4pMpLZwdk6NwoQxRE 0jyh0Uxd7EhxqNQ09E1lvqFa9nLxP6 +X6ODGS5mIE00FmQ8KEo50hPI00JBJS jSfGoKJZGZXRMZYYqJNZhUTgrt88ip p12uuU3MfrqqN2yKOMpzCGVyAC9fQg HtoQgsIZPACb/BuPVuv1of1OS8tWUX PMfyB9fULDZCWsA==</latexit><latexit sha1_ba se64="D5i72CbS3lKSNy8525mkel5p QpE=">AAACAHicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pf URcu3AwWwY0lKYIui25cVrAPaEOZTC ft0MkkzEyEErLxV9y4UMStn+HOv3HSZ lFbDwycOede7r3HjzlT2nF+rNLa+sb mVnm7srO7t39gHx61VZRIQlsk4pHs+ lhRzgRtaaY57caS4tDntONP7nK/80S lYpF41NOYeiEeCRYwgrWRBvZJP8R67 AfpJBu4lwsfu+rUnBnQKnELUoUCzYH9 3R9GJAmp0IRjpXquE2svxVIzwmlW6S eKxphM8Ij2DBU4pMpLZwdk6NwoQxRE 0jyh0Uxd7EhxqNQ09E1lvqFa9nLxP6 +X6ODGS5mIE00FmQ8KEo50hPI00JBJS jSfGoKJZGZXRMZYYqJNZhUTgrt88ip p12uuU3MfrqqN2yKOMpzCGVyAC9fQg HtoQgsIZPACb/BuPVuv1of1OS8tWUX PMfyB9fULDZCWsA==</latexit>
Crossed
<latexit sha1_base64="FET /cYAz78FZNpWeX6O9dVQosj8=">AAAB+HicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1o /WvXoJVgETyURQY/FXjxWsK3QhrLZTNqlm03YnYg19Jd48aCIV 3+KN/+NmzYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5fiK4Rsf5tkpr6xubW+Xtys7u3n6 1dnDY1XGqGHRYLGJ171MNgkvoIEcB94kCGvkCev6klfu9B1Cax /IOpwl4ER1JHnJG0UjDWnWA8IhZS8VaQzCrDGt1p+HMYa8Sty B1UqA9rH0NgpilEUhkgmrdd50EvYwq5EzArDJINSSUTegI+oZK GoH2svnhM/vUKIEdxsqURHuu/p7IaKT1NPJNZ0RxrJe9XPzP66 cYXnkZl0mKINliUZgKG2M7T8EOuAKGYmoIZYqbW202pooyNFnl IbjLL6+S7nnDdRru7UW9eV3EUSbH5IScEZdckia5IW3SIYyk5J m8kjfryXqx3q2PRWvJKmaOyB9Ynz/is5M3</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="FET /cYAz78FZNpWeX6O9dVQosj8=">AAAB+HicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1o /WvXoJVgETyURQY/FXjxWsK3QhrLZTNqlm03YnYg19Jd48aCIV 3+KN/+NmzYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5fiK4Rsf5tkpr6xubW+Xtys7u3n6 1dnDY1XGqGHRYLGJ171MNgkvoIEcB94kCGvkCev6klfu9B1Cax /IOpwl4ER1JHnJG0UjDWnWA8IhZS8VaQzCrDGt1p+HMYa8Sty B1UqA9rH0NgpilEUhkgmrdd50EvYwq5EzArDJINSSUTegI+oZK GoH2svnhM/vUKIEdxsqURHuu/p7IaKT1NPJNZ0RxrJe9XPzP66 cYXnkZl0mKINliUZgKG2M7T8EOuAKGYmoIZYqbW202pooyNFnl IbjLL6+S7nnDdRru7UW9eV3EUSbH5IScEZdckia5IW3SIYyk5J m8kjfryXqx3q2PRWvJKmaOyB9Ynz/is5M3</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="FET /cYAz78FZNpWeX6O9dVQosj8=">AAAB+HicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1o /WvXoJVgETyURQY/FXjxWsK3QhrLZTNqlm03YnYg19Jd48aCIV 3+KN/+NmzYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5fiK4Rsf5tkpr6xubW+Xtys7u3n6 1dnDY1XGqGHRYLGJ171MNgkvoIEcB94kCGvkCev6klfu9B1Cax /IOpwl4ER1JHnJG0UjDWnWA8IhZS8VaQzCrDGt1p+HMYa8Sty B1UqA9rH0NgpilEUhkgmrdd50EvYwq5EzArDJINSSUTegI+oZK GoH2svnhM/vUKIEdxsqURHuu/p7IaKT1NPJNZ0RxrJe9XPzP66 cYXnkZl0mKINliUZgKG2M7T8EOuAKGYmoIZYqbW202pooyNFnl IbjLL6+S7nnDdRru7UW9eV3EUSbH5IScEZdckia5IW3SIYyk5J m8kjfryXqx3q2PRWvJKmaOyB9Ynz/is5M3</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="FET /cYAz78FZNpWeX6O9dVQosj8=">AAAB+HicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1o /WvXoJVgETyURQY/FXjxWsK3QhrLZTNqlm03YnYg19Jd48aCIV 3+KN/+NmzYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5fiK4Rsf5tkpr6xubW+Xtys7u3n6 1dnDY1XGqGHRYLGJ171MNgkvoIEcB94kCGvkCev6klfu9B1Cax /IOpwl4ER1JHnJG0UjDWnWA8IhZS8VaQzCrDGt1p+HMYa8Sty B1UqA9rH0NgpilEUhkgmrdd50EvYwq5EzArDJINSSUTegI+oZK GoH2svnhM/vUKIEdxsqURHuu/p7IaKT1NPJNZ0RxrJe9XPzP66 cYXnkZl0mKINliUZgKG2M7T8EOuAKGYmoIZYqbW202pooyNFnl IbjLL6+S7nnDdRru7UW9eV3EUSbH5IScEZdckia5IW3SIYyk5J m8kjfryXqx3q2PRWvJKmaOyB9Ynz/is5M3</latexit>
k2   k1
<latexit sha1_base64="T4V1PMhNn KzryiGfxl1vS+UxUUw=">AAACAnicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfUVfiZrAIbixJEXRZd OOygn1AG8JkOmmHTiZhZiKUUNz4K25cKOLWr3Dn3zhps9DWAwNnzrmXe+8JEs 6Udpxvq7Syura+Ud6sbG3v7O7Z+wdtFaeS0BaJeSy7AVaUM0FbmmlOu4mkOAo 47QTjm9zvPFCpWCzu9SShXoSHgoWMYG0k3z7qR1iPgjAbT/36+a+P69tVp+bMg JaJW5AqFGj69ld/EJM0okITjpXquU6ivQxLzQin00o/VTTBZIyHtGeowBFVXj Y7YYpOjTJAYSzNExrN1N8dGY6UmkSBqcx3VIteLv7n9VIdXnkZE0mqqSDzQWH KkY5RngcaMEmJ5hNDMJHM7IrICEtMtEmtYkJwF09eJu16zXVq7t1FtXFdxFGGY ziBM3DhEhpwC01oAYFHeIZXeLOerBfr3fqYl5asoucQ/sD6/AFGbZdV</late xit><latexit sha1_base64="T4V1PMhNn KzryiGfxl1vS+UxUUw=">AAACAnicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfUVfiZrAIbixJEXRZd OOygn1AG8JkOmmHTiZhZiKUUNz4K25cKOLWr3Dn3zhps9DWAwNnzrmXe+8JEs 6Udpxvq7Syura+Ud6sbG3v7O7Z+wdtFaeS0BaJeSy7AVaUM0FbmmlOu4mkOAo 47QTjm9zvPFCpWCzu9SShXoSHgoWMYG0k3z7qR1iPgjAbT/36+a+P69tVp+bMg JaJW5AqFGj69ld/EJM0okITjpXquU6ivQxLzQin00o/VTTBZIyHtGeowBFVXj Y7YYpOjTJAYSzNExrN1N8dGY6UmkSBqcx3VIteLv7n9VIdXnkZE0mqqSDzQWH KkY5RngcaMEmJ5hNDMJHM7IrICEtMtEmtYkJwF09eJu16zXVq7t1FtXFdxFGGY ziBM3DhEhpwC01oAYFHeIZXeLOerBfr3fqYl5asoucQ/sD6/AFGbZdV</late xit><latexit sha1_base64="T4V1PMhNn KzryiGfxl1vS+UxUUw=">AAACAnicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfUVfiZrAIbixJEXRZd OOygn1AG8JkOmmHTiZhZiKUUNz4K25cKOLWr3Dn3zhps9DWAwNnzrmXe+8JEs 6Udpxvq7Syura+Ud6sbG3v7O7Z+wdtFaeS0BaJeSy7AVaUM0FbmmlOu4mkOAo 47QTjm9zvPFCpWCzu9SShXoSHgoWMYG0k3z7qR1iPgjAbT/36+a+P69tVp+bMg JaJW5AqFGj69ld/EJM0okITjpXquU6ivQxLzQin00o/VTTBZIyHtGeowBFVXj Y7YYpOjTJAYSzNExrN1N8dGY6UmkSBqcx3VIteLv7n9VIdXnkZE0mqqSDzQWH KkY5RngcaMEmJ5hNDMJHM7IrICEtMtEmtYkJwF09eJu16zXVq7t1FtXFdxFGGY ziBM3DhEhpwC01oAYFHeIZXeLOerBfr3fqYl5asoucQ/sD6/AFGbZdV</late xit><latexit sha1_base64="T4V1PMhNn KzryiGfxl1vS+UxUUw=">AAACAnicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfUVfiZrAIbixJEXRZd OOygn1AG8JkOmmHTiZhZiKUUNz4K25cKOLWr3Dn3zhps9DWAwNnzrmXe+8JEs 6Udpxvq7Syura+Ud6sbG3v7O7Z+wdtFaeS0BaJeSy7AVaUM0FbmmlOu4mkOAo 47QTjm9zvPFCpWCzu9SShXoSHgoWMYG0k3z7qR1iPgjAbT/36+a+P69tVp+bMg JaJW5AqFGj69ld/EJM0okITjpXquU6ivQxLzQin00o/VTTBZIyHtGeowBFVXj Y7YYpOjTJAYSzNExrN1N8dGY6UmkSBqcx3VIteLv7n9VIdXnkZE0mqqSDzQWH KkY5RngcaMEmJ5hNDMJHM7IrICEtMtEmtYkJwF09eJu16zXVq7t1FtXFdxFGGY ziBM3DhEhpwC01oAYFHeIZXeLOerBfr3fqYl5asoucQ/sD6/AFGbZdV</late xit>
k  k1
<latexit sha1_base64="RKQCqKelLidgF1nKTjBKFSSATRo=">AAACAHicbZD NSsNAFIVv6l+tf1EXLtwMFsGNJRFBl0U3LivYWmhDmEwn7dDJJMxMhBKy8VXcuFDErY/hzrdx0gbU1gMDH+fey9x7goQzpR3ny6osLa+srlXXaxubW9s79u5eR8WpJ LRNYh7LboAV5UzQtmaa024iKY4CTu+D8XVRv3+gUrFY3OlJQr0IDwULGcHaWL590I+wHgVhNs5Pf9B3fbvuNJyp0CK4JdShVMu3P/uDmKQRFZpwrFTPdRLtZVhqRj jNa/1U0QSTMR7SnkGBI6q8bHpAjo6NM0BhLM0TGk3d3xMZjpSaRIHpLHZU87XC/K/WS3V46WVMJKmmgsw+ClOOdIyKNNCASUo0nxjARDKzKyIjLDHRJrOaCcGdP3k ROmcN12m4t+f15lUZRxUO4QhOwIULaMINtKANBHJ4ghd4tR6tZ+vNep+1VqxyZh/+yPr4BhAclrA=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="RKQCqKelLidgF1nKTjBKFSSATRo=">AAACAHicbZD NSsNAFIVv6l+tf1EXLtwMFsGNJRFBl0U3LivYWmhDmEwn7dDJJMxMhBKy8VXcuFDErY/hzrdx0gbU1gMDH+fey9x7goQzpR3ny6osLa+srlXXaxubW9s79u5eR8WpJ LRNYh7LboAV5UzQtmaa024iKY4CTu+D8XVRv3+gUrFY3OlJQr0IDwULGcHaWL590I+wHgVhNs5Pf9B3fbvuNJyp0CK4JdShVMu3P/uDmKQRFZpwrFTPdRLtZVhqRj jNa/1U0QSTMR7SnkGBI6q8bHpAjo6NM0BhLM0TGk3d3xMZjpSaRIHpLHZU87XC/K/WS3V46WVMJKmmgsw+ClOOdIyKNNCASUo0nxjARDKzKyIjLDHRJrOaCcGdP3k ROmcN12m4t+f15lUZRxUO4QhOwIULaMINtKANBHJ4ghd4tR6tZ+vNep+1VqxyZh/+yPr4BhAclrA=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="RKQCqKelLidgF1nKTjBKFSSATRo=">AAACAHicbZD NSsNAFIVv6l+tf1EXLtwMFsGNJRFBl0U3LivYWmhDmEwn7dDJJMxMhBKy8VXcuFDErY/hzrdx0gbU1gMDH+fey9x7goQzpR3ny6osLa+srlXXaxubW9s79u5eR8WpJ LRNYh7LboAV5UzQtmaa024iKY4CTu+D8XVRv3+gUrFY3OlJQr0IDwULGcHaWL590I+wHgVhNs5Pf9B3fbvuNJyp0CK4JdShVMu3P/uDmKQRFZpwrFTPdRLtZVhqRj jNa/1U0QSTMR7SnkGBI6q8bHpAjo6NM0BhLM0TGk3d3xMZjpSaRIHpLHZU87XC/K/WS3V46WVMJKmmgsw+ClOOdIyKNNCASUo0nxjARDKzKyIjLDHRJrOaCcGdP3k ROmcN12m4t+f15lUZRxUO4QhOwIULaMINtKANBHJ4ghd4tR6tZ+vNep+1VqxyZh/+yPr4BhAclrA=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="RKQCqKelLidgF1nKTjBKFSSATRo=">AAACAHicbZD NSsNAFIVv6l+tf1EXLtwMFsGNJRFBl0U3LivYWmhDmEwn7dDJJMxMhBKy8VXcuFDErY/hzrdx0gbU1gMDH+fey9x7goQzpR3ny6osLa+srlXXaxubW9s79u5eR8WpJ LRNYh7LboAV5UzQtmaa024iKY4CTu+D8XVRv3+gUrFY3OlJQr0IDwULGcHaWL590I+wHgVhNs5Pf9B3fbvuNJyp0CK4JdShVMu3P/uDmKQRFZpwrFTPdRLtZVhqRj jNa/1U0QSTMR7SnkGBI6q8bHpAjo6NM0BhLM0TGk3d3xMZjpSaRIHpLHZU87XC/K/WS3V46WVMJKmmgsw+ClOOdIyKNNCASUo0nxjARDKzKyIjLDHRJrOaCcGdP3k ROmcN12m4t+f15lUZRxUO4QhOwIULaMINtKANBHJ4ghd4tR6tZ+vNep+1VqxyZh/+yPr4BhAclrA=</latexit>
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FIG. 13. Top: example of a non-crossed Feynnman diagram
that contributes to the irreducible part of the SCFBA self-
energy and the corresponding phase space for internal mo-
menta. Both k1 and k2 can lie anywhere within the two
black annuli defined by the Fermi surface. Bottom: a crossed
diagram of the same order (second order in ni, fourth order in
the interaction), and one example of the corresponding phase
space. Once k2 is fixed, −k1 is restricted to lie within the
black diamonds.







In this case, we have seen that the scattering rate is well














If the conductivity drops to zero too rapidly as the elec-
tron density is lowered, one is not able to satisfy (80).
But using Eq. (29), as the index l of the plateau in-








treating l as a continuous variable and ignoring the de-
tailed non-linear behaviour. Likewise, the density at each

























where c = ln(mv0R2/2) and ψ(x) is the digamma func-
tion. Now if l is large, the conductivity will decay slowly
according to (83), and the n/n0 pre-factor in (82) will en-
sure that the crossed diagrams are negligible. The only
concern therefore is when l is small. But in this case,
ψ(|l|+ 1) ≈ −γ, and ln(|l|!) ≈ −γl, where γ is the Euler-


















n/n0[ln(n/n0)− c]2 . (87)
Integrating with respect to n/n0, we see that, roughly








∼ (n/n0)(ni/n0) ln(n/n0) (89)
 (n/n0)2 ln(n/n0) (90)
 1. (91)
Thus we can trust the SCFBA result in the regime where
the conductivity quantization is observed.
IV. CONCLUSION
The main result of this work was to show that the
low-density conductivity due to impurity scattering in a
2D Rashba system takes a highly non-linear form that
exhibits quantization as a function of the logarithm of
the electron density. This unusual behaviour arises from
the full non-perturbative low-energy T -matrix describing
electron-impurity scattering near the ring minimum at
the bottom of the Rashba conduction band. In the limit
of a single impurity, this T -matrix was discussed in detail
in Ref. [24].
It is clear that this highly degenerate band minimum
is responsible for many unusual characteristics of low-
energy transport. For one thing, the Fermi surface con-
sists of two concentric circles with group velocities in op-
posite directions. At zero temperature, in the low-density
limit, this produces an unconventional Drude-like expres-
sion for the conductivity that is controlled by the electron
lifetime, as opposed to the usual transport time that ap-
pears in the conventional Drude formula. The transition
from conventional to unconventional Drude transport as
the density is lowered results in a non-linear conductivity
as a function of density. This behaviour was first pointed
out in Ref. [20]. The focus of our paper has been on
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the ultra-low density regime, where the unconventional
Drude conductivity becomes quantized. We showed this
quantization within a semiclassical Boltzmann treatment
(provided the full T -matrix is used in the scattering rate),
as well as a fully quantum Kubo formula treatment, pro-
vided the electron density remains larger than the impu-
rity density.
The most important distinction between this and pre-
vious work is the use of the non-perturbative T -matrix
in calculations. A T -matrix limited to the first Born ap-
proximation (or even a self-consistent first Born approx-
imation) leads to qualitatively different transport phe-
nomena. In particular, the first Born conductivity de-
cays smoothly to zero with decreasing electron density,
while the full T -matrix leads to a seemingly abrupt drop
at zero density. For a Rashba semiconductor, we showed
that this translates to a sharp drop in conductivity as the
chemical potential passes through the band bottom, and
that this drop retains significant weight at finite temper-
ature.
We recognize that experimentally it is difficult to con-
trol the electron density with enough precision to access
these ultra-low-density features. We have outlined a brief
proposal of one way to overcome this difficulty in Rashba
semiconductors. Namely, one could use a pump-probe
approach in which the conductivity is measured as func-
tion of delay time between the two pulses. Such an ap-
proach allows one to use the logarithm of the carrier den-
sity as a control parameter. Of course, many technical
issues would need to be addressed for such an experiment.
One would need to carefully choose a 2D Rashba system
with large splitting and Fermi level in the gap. The ex-
periment would have to be done at very low (. 10K)
temperatures. Furthermore, the effect of hole carriers
and excitons have not been addressed.
The last important point to emphasize is that our anal-
ysis is restricted to non-interacting systems. We recog-
nize that at the low densities we are considering here, the
effect of electron-electron interactions is enhanced, and
one might expect Wigner crystallization to occur as a re-
sult. The electron-electron scattering process itself is de-
pendent on a T -matrix that would likely contain unusual
features similar to the impurity-scattering T -matrix con-
sidered here. Such a T -matrix may enhance or suppress
the transport properties described in this paper or pro-
duce unique signals of its own. To say more would require
explicit calculations that are beyond the scope of this
paper. Instead, we can look for cases where we expect
Fermi liquid theory to hold, outside the Wigner crystal
regime. For one, it should be noted that many examples
of Rashba 2D electron gases occur within gated samples.
The presence of a metallic gate is expected to screen
the Coulomb interaction, and the resulting short-range
interaction may be insufficient to cause crystallization.
Without knowing the details of the interaction it is hard
to say more, though it should be noted that the unique
low-energy density of states of the Rashba system may
allow liquid crystal or anisotropic Wigner crystal phases
to exist even for short-range interactions as described in
Refs. [16–18]. Of course, the stability of these phases to
disorder must be considered as well. Perhaps the simplest
way to avoid the crystalline phase is to focus on tempera-
tures above the melting point of the Wigner crystal. This
occurs at a critical value of the dimensionless parameter
Γ = e2
√
pin/(4pi0kBT ), the ratio of potential and kinetic
energies of a classical gas of electrons. In two dimensions,
the melting point occurs around Γ ≈ 130 [40, 41]. Using
this number, we see that at the ultra-low densities con-
sidered in this paper, the Wigner crystal should melt at
very low temperatures. For example, the density corre-
sponding to the first plateau in Fig. 12 at n/n0 ∼ 10−2
would be within the Fermi liquid phase for T & 2K. The
second plateau at n/n0 ∼ 10−5 corresponds to a melting
temperature of T ∼ 0.07K. Now of course our SCFBA
analysis was performed at zero temperature, but given
the robustness of the non-perturbative transport effects
to finite temperature in the Boltzmann treatment (Figs.
5, 6), it is reasonable to assume that at least the first
plateau would be observable at temperatures above the
Wigner crystal melting point.
It is likely that these unusual transport features are
not unique to Rashba systems. It would be interesting
to determine exactly what aspects of this Hamiltonian
are responsible for such non-linear behaviour. If the key
aspect is the degenerate ring minimum in the band struc-
ture, then such features could also be observed in mate-
rials with pure Dresselhaus spin-orbit coupling [42]. If
the key aspect is the topology of the Fermi sea, then
these features could appear in higher dimensional sys-
tems as well. Indeed, if the same quantization occurs in
three-dimensional systems, then the group of candidate
materials for experimental observation would be enlarged
significantly.
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Appendix A: Symmetry of T l(E)
Besides rotation symmetry, which allows us to ex-
pand the T -matrix in circular harmonics with coefficients
T l(E), the Rashba T -matrix for circular impurity poten-
tials is also symmetric under reflections in the y−z plane.
In the spin basis, this means
σxT (Mx(k,k
′))σx = T (k,k′), (A1)
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where Mx maps kx to −kx. Transforming to the helicity
basis, this condition becomes
(−ie−iφkσz)T (Mx(k,k′))(ieiφk′σz) = T (k,k′). (A2)
Both sides may be expanded in circular harmonics,∑
l





Shifting l→ −l − 1, we get
σzT
−l−1(E)σz = T−l(E). (A4)
For the lower helicity component T−−, this means
T l−1(E) = T−l(E). (A5)
Note that this condition guarantees detailed balance in





















= |Tkk′ |2. (A10)
Another important consequence of this symmetry is




sinφ|Tkk′ |2 = 0, (A11)
where φ is the angle between k and k′. This follows from


















where we used mirror symmetry and shifted the summa-
tion index in each term.
Appendix B: Derivation of important integrals
1. Il−
We first derive the low-energy form of I l− [equation
(48)]. This is the integral that governs the energy de-
pendence of the T -matrix. We use the cutoff scheme
k0(1 − Λ) < k < k0(1 + Λ) with Λ  1, and letting








f(;E) ≡ (1 + )[V
l(k0, k0(1 + )) + V
l+1(k0, k0(1 + ))]
(E + µ)/E0 − 2 − Σ(E)/E0 .
(B2)




(E + µ)/E0 − Σ(E)/E0. (B3)
We can perform this integral by considering a semicircu-
lar contour of radius Λ through the upper half-plane, so
that







Keeping terms in the numerator of f(Λeiφ;E) at lowest
order in Λ, we have









z2 − Λ2e2iφ , (B5)
where we have discarded theO(Λ) terms in the expansion
of V l(k0, k0(1 + Λeiφ)) since these are suppressed by an
additional factor of k0R that we take to be small. Each
pole is located a distance z from the origin. Whether or
not our contour encloses the  = +z pole depends on the
low-energy behaviour of the (unknown) self-energy. We
now show that the contour must enclose this pole. We
will make use of the following identity:∫ pi
0
dφ eiφ





z ), Λ < |z|,
− 2izΛ Arctanh ( zΛ ), Λ > |z|,
(B6)
Arctanh(x) being the principal value of arctanh(x). Sup-
pose for contradiction that the  = +z pole lies outside
our contour. Then, we have the first of the two cases in





This would mean |I l−| < Λ  1, so that T l(E) ≈ δ∗l /m,





The prefactor must satisfy ni/m  Λ2E0 so that the
average impurity spacing is much larger than the in-
verse of the momentum cutoff scale. This implies that
|Σ(E)/E0|  Λ2 (provided the impurity strength is not
too large). But in the low-energy regime we are consid-
ering, (E + µ)/E0  Λ2 as well, and so |z|  Λ, which
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is a contradiction. Thus the  = +z pole contributes to
(B5), and using the second case of (B6), we have




















2. Density of states
We may apply the same contour to evaluate the inte-








((E + µ˜− Re Σ˜)/E0 − 2)2 + (Im Σ˜/E0)2
.
(B10)









(a− 2)2 + b2 , (B11)
where a ≡ (E + µ˜ − Re Σ˜)/E0 and b ≡ Im Σ˜/E0. The
integrand now has two poles in the upper half-plane,
 = ∓z± ≡ ∓
√
a± ib, both with magnitude (a2 + b2)1/4.
By the same reasoning as before, these poles must be
contained within the semicircle of radius Λ and therefore
contribute residues to the integral. The integral over the
































using (B6) again. The result is zero to order |z|2/Λ3.


























It turns out that all the integrals that enter the
advanced-retarded part of the conductivity are simply
higher moments of the density of states integral and can
be solved analogously. We will look at the first three mo-
























(a− 2)2 + b2 + λP1.
(B19)











Adding the residue contribution gives



























(1− 2)2 + b2 (B23)
= λ(3P2 − 2λP1). (B24)
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